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FOREWORD

US.AF Plans and Policies: Logistics and Base Construction in
soutrreffi .sliToFTs-iTffi TestH;:Gi.iFoTIistffie6-on
the war in vietnam prepared by the usAF Historical Division Liaison
office (AFcHo). The author examines the overall logistic problems
facing the Air Force in 1g67 as it undertook to prepare for a war of
seemingly indeterminate length. He al.so reviews the steps taken to
improve the Air Forcers munitions situation, Southeast Asia base con-
struction, and high-Level planning for construction of an anti-infiltration
system across south vietnam and Laos, which wouLd require special
USAF support facilities, equipment, and personnel.

Previous AFcHo studies on the war effort include: usAF plans
g!.99..lit*, Itr g cqmpaisn Agalgg] North vietnamlTS-66;-
:png ueprgy{nent pranning fbr Southeast Asia, 1966; USAF Logistic
Il?:t", an{ P_olicies in Soutneast asia, fg6O; -USaELogm@g"a
Policie-sin-SoffiEstA-sGl-T638;--ilSapT;tanEaTidFFtciesinSouth
VTffiam ana@,-19@94a r-Enfrfr Eiiffi-sontE':
Vietnam, 

-1961-1963. -
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I. I,OGISTICAL PLANNING FOR PROLONGED WAR

fnf During 1966 Secretary of the Air Force Harold Brown and

USAF Chief of Staff Gen. John P. McConnell expressed their concern over

the character and indeterminate nature of the war in vietnam. 
o 

,, n"o J

become clear that the war would continue for some time at higher levels

of intensity and posed serious probrems for the Air Force, many of a

Iogistical nature.

(un In May 196? secretary Brown observed that the war in
vietnam had "no close pararlel in our military history...while it is a

small war compared to world war II, itrs an expensive one with tre-
mendous logistical problems. "l This pointed to the essential dichotomv

of vietnam--it was a small war when compared militarily with previous

world wars, but logistically it was very much a large war. It was

exceedingly expensive to move vast quantities of materiel and rarge

numbers of troops through a 10,000-mi1e pipeline that terminated in a

country which possessed few if any of the facilities to receive them. An

entire logistic base had to be built while simultaneously the United States

supplied its fighting forces essential equipment and facilities. 
+ 

under {

these circumstances it was not surprising that displacement, maldistribu-

tion, and shortages occurred.

(u) Prior to lg6?, secretar.y of Defense Robert s. McNamara noted,

it proved very difficult to determine the dimensions of military requirements

with any kind of .""ot""y, 2

+'See Herman S. WoIk, UE4I T.ogistrc plans and policies in Southeast Asia,
le66 (trPgg6, 196?).

.|-

9.s: plans (Program #s) called for deploying b2b,000 troops to vietnamby the end of June 1968.

lfnrs pas-e rs *lEfCFEl!F

J.t+"= -f
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There was at that time a wide range of uncertainty concern-
ing the size of forces required, their composition, and their
tempo of operation. . . we could not determine with any degree of
precision. . . how much more ammunition and other supplies we
would consume, how many more aircraft we.would lose...and
how much more construction we would need in Vietnam and else-
where to support the larger forces that might be required.

(flFl In 196?, then, Fleadquarters USAF logistic planning proceeded

on the basis that the war would be an extended conJLict. To a greater extent

than previously--in view of the widening scope of the war--Southeast Asia

(SEA) operations became increasingly dependent upon efficient logistic support

which, in turn, relied on the responsiveness of the U. S. industrial base. For

example, the accelerated tempo of war required greater expenditures of a wide

range of conventional munitions which meant increased production, timely air

and sea transportation, additional storage facilities, and more personnel to

handle them. Also, in late 1966 and in 1967, the Air Force--in accordance

with Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) directives--took steps to provide

air support for an anti-infiltration system, which required a considerable

logistic base. Finally, there was the requirement to complete the new usAF

Southeast Asia air base network during 196?, which work included expansion of

usAF facilities at u-Tapao AB, Thailand, to accommodate B-b2 operations.

(ff* OSD's war production policy was generally aimed at supporting

U.S. forces from attwarmttproduction base without accumulating large stock-

piles. Thus, when hostilities ceased, there would be no Large surpluses.

According to OSD, this approach would enable industry to respond to rapidly

changing requirements and also to innovations in research and development.

On the other hand, Headquarters USAF --given previous unanticipated accelera-

tions in air operations and the probability of future expansion of war require-

ments--felt that the margin of safety provided by osD's policy was, in some
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areas (particularly munitions and aircraft) too narrow. It believed if another

crisis arose elsewhere in the world and demanded a rapid and significant U.S:

response, the current six months of lead time for rnunition production might
3prove inadequate.

Aircraft Production and Attrition

trp During fiscal year 1966 the Air Force accepted delivery of. 242

F-4rs and had 518 scheduled for delivery in fiscal year 196? and 866 in fiscal

year 1968. Three A-?'s were scheduLed for delivery in 1968 (none in lg66 or

1967); F-lllrs, 13 in 196? and TB programmed for 1968; RF-4,s, 124 delivered

in 1966, 107 scheduled for 196? and ?2 in 1968; and RF-101'q seven delivered in

1966, 49 slated for 196?, and five for 1968. In addition, lB modified A-3?,s

would be provided in fiscal year 196?'and another 2L in fiscal yea,196g.*4

G USAF fighter attrition by selected aircraft type was estimated

as follows:' "

Flghter &
Attack SEA

?t t%6

Otber Total

EY 1e(:7
-- r/v|

SEA Other Total

FY 1958

SEA Other total
A-t
B-57
F-4
F-100
F-104
F-r05
R3-4
RF-101

42
14

L27

4
r30

32
L2

ol
88
<l

190
23
2I

I
L2
40

IO
2

49
T2
79
l+8

I6
r?+
2L
18

38
I4
37
55
1l+

Lr5
2

20

1
9

32
lo
19

1
7

38
13
28
24

tr

yo
I

13

;Z
Jo
1l
12

3

42
14

r53
92
L5

r42
5(

:;--During fiscal years 1966-68 about 5, 200 aircraft were scheduled to come
off production lines compared to more than 14, 000 during the Korean War.
More than half of the aircraft produced in both wars were fighter/attack
pLanes. Ee Rprt (S), SEA Analysis, Feb 6?, by Asst SECDbF (I&Lt

+Aircraft losses by Viet Cong attacks on USAF bases through mid-July 196?
were exactly equal to losses suffered due to enemy surface-to-air missiles
(SAM's) and were twice as great as attrition by MIG attack. i 3?e Rprt (S),
SEA Statistical Review, Comptroller of AF, Dir/Mngt Analysis-l Aug AZ I
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AIRCRAFT TOSSES IN SOUTHEASI ASIA
VS USAF INVENIORY

z Fch68
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ffiiryWffi
F-1D-5 0-t-t A-l-l

!ilitt
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SEA
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2 3
.tu-l6B 3 u tl J 4 I ll 3 t7

<B-50
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| 32oirqoft lqt since 3l Dec67.



6 Since mid-1966 its authorized production schedule had been a

matter of concern to Headquarters USAF because it did not provide an

attrition aircraft reserve. This matter was brought to the attention of the

Defense Chief on I August 1966 by Secretary Brown, who suggested that--

lacking an attrition reserve--the so-called command support or maintenance

pool be enlarged above the approved figUre of l0 percent. To support this

recommendation, Headquarters USAF subsequently initiated a study to deter-
*0

mine the adequacy of the l0 percent command support factor.

gThisanalysis,coveringasix-monthperiod,indicatedthatthe

ratio of actual non-operating active (NOA) aircraft to operating active (OA)

planes was 1? percent for the entire USAF inventory, while for Southeast

Asia it was 25 percent. Seeretary Brown noted that this was "considerably

above" the USAF programmed NOA factor. Within aircraft types and class,

there was a wide variance in the ratios which took into account modifica-

tions, conversions, etc. The following indicated the specific USAF NOA/OA

7
ratios for November 1966-April 196?:

1966
Noil

Worldwide S
SEA .2O

Dec
F
.23

196 7

Jan Feb-I[ar APr
.16 .r7 .17 .lt
.23 .23 .24 .25

.ll|;lF[rl According to secretary Brown, these figures showed that

increased SEA operational demands made the traditional 10 percent peace-

time allowance obsolete because of the greater aircraft flow to and from

repair facilities during wartime. Conseguently, he backed a Joint Chiefs

of 'Staff (JCS) recommendation to Mr. McNamara that command support be

*
The 10 percent figure was the expected ratio of non-operating active to
operating active aircraft. The NOA rate included aircraft in modifica-
tion, conversion, inspection repair as necessary (IRAN), pipeline, or
otherwise removed from the operating unit's possession.
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increased to a maximum of 20 percent on an interim basis. He noted that,

although the Air Force had been authorized only 10 percent, the Navy's

authorization uras 20 percent. S

(H$ However, on 22 June 196? Secretary McNamara--in providing

logistical guidance for fiscal year 1968--reiterated that no aircraft attrition

reserve would be procured.9 The Joint 'Chiefs--while later agreeing that an

aircraft stockpile for a wartime attrition reserve was not economically

feasible--pointed out that procurement of a lesser number of aircraft as a

reserve might be appropriate to reduce "the risk in our readiness posture to

a more acceptable level. " In addition, the JCS observed pointedly that this

kind of procurement "could contribute toward a continuing military capability

- lefinite duration. " 10during wars of indefinite duration. " '"

ffiMr.McNamara,however,rejectedtheseargumentsandon

13 December 196? he reiterated that no combat attrition reserve of aircraft

would be bought. At the same time, he authorized advance procurement of

reserves for the estimated peacetime attrition for "buy-out" programs.* 11

War Readineqs Materiel (WRM.) Policy

{llEpElt War readiness materiel was defined as those items needed to

support the forces and missions approved in the USAF Wartime Guidance (WG)

and Wartime Requirements (WR) documents. These included spares, repair

parts, station sets, housekeeping sets, petroleum, oil, and Lubricants (POL),

rations, and air transportable housekeeping equipment ("Harvest Eagle"),* etc.

*
Buy-out programs refemed to those aircraft in production that had already
been bought, thus closing production of a specific model.

-For:merly known as "Gray Eagle,t'the new designation was adopted in
December 1967.



It was Air Force policy to co-locate WRM with the using

possible or to have the materiel readily available in case

unit whenever
t2

of need.

ffi The fundamental WRM objective was to support USAF tactical

forces from- the beginning of hostilities until u. s. political or military

objectives were achieved. In 1965--at the time of the major buildup in

Southeast Asia--the Air Force lacked specific guidance on the eypected dura-

tion and extent of hostilities' and consequently had considerable difficulty

determining its requirements. By 1967 however, Headquarters usAF had

adopted a war readiness materiel policy rooted in the assumption that the

conflict would continue indefinitely. This policy--outLined in the WG,

WR, War Consumable Distribution Objectives (WCDO) documents and in

Air Force Regulation (AFR) 67-44--re{Lected oSD logistic guidelines and

decisions.

ffiEn}| On 15 August 1966 for example, Mr. McNamara advised the

service secretaries and the Chairman, JCS, that he was revising previous

policy which had called for I80 days war readiness 'support of nonnuclear

forces in combat consumables. His new guidance--incorporated in th_e

Headquarters USAF May 1967 WG document.along with the "Fiscal Year

1968 Buying and Fiscal Year 1969 Budget Letterrrof l? April 1967--

established the logistical support objective r" follo*",l3

(l) Combat forces, designated for NATO fNortt Atlantic Treaty
Organiiation / with full equipment, nJnnuclear ammunition,
combat consumables and secondary items for 90 days.

(2', Non-NATO forces with full equipment. ar-rd other principal
items for six months and ammunition, other combat con-
sumables and secondary items for a conflict of indefinite
duration.. ..
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Noteworthy in this revised WRM pol.icy was the decision to provide supPort

for non-NATO nonnuclear forces "for a confLict of indefinite duration. "

OSDrs policy affected all forces in the approved five-year defense program
L4

(FYDP).

Combat logistic support for nonnuclear operations was predi-

cated on the following assumed conditions: that 80 B-52/FB-I11's and 800

tactical fighters (non-NATO) would become involved in a war of indefinite

duration. As far as sorties were concerned, support would be based on

4, 800 B-52 and 201,000 tactical fighter sorties of which 188,000 would be

attack (air-to-ground), and 13,000 air-to-air. These figures represented a

substantial increase for the Air Force over the 165,000 sorties specified in
lq

fiscal year 196?.'"

ta;tF} The above-listed sorties were expected to support non-NATO

forces in a nonnucLear war until production equaled consumption (the period

known as the D to P interval). 
* 

tnr" computation included consideration of

the production base, pipeline, and operating and safety levels of SEA forces.

Thus, according to OSD guidance, I'the only additional support that should be

required as long as the production base exists is that required to sustain the

forces/sorties in excess of SEA activity and for those items which are

currently not in production for SEA. " 
16

(l#q In general, the Air Force felt the McNamara revisions in

logistic guidance were a significant improvement over that of previous years.

When the JCS subsequently proposed a change ln support from 90 to 180 days

*15" r'prr denoted the beginning of conflict and the "P" the day when
production matched consumption.



for NATO-oriented U. S. forces for 1969,

view of the other servises, which on this
18earlier, was that -'

the Air Force disagreed. 1? 
The

point was the same they had taken

there is no new reason to change the previous position of the
JCS that procurement objectives for U.S. forces oriented
toward Europe should be increased from 90 to 180 days. The
JCS have stated that. . . Allied shortfalls do not justify the failure
to provide essential support for U.S. forces and the logistic
capability must be sufficient to sustain committed U.S. forces
until resupply from the CONUS /tontinental United States-/ can
be established.

(fl#A Although the above JCS recommendation went forward to

Mr. McNamara, the Secretary of the Air Force nonconcurred and argued

for the lower figure. This was consistent with the Headquarters USAF

position outlined on 6 March 1966.19 According to the Air Staff, a change

from 90 to 180 days support would be inconsistent with NATO strategy and

"with the military/political/economic realities existing today in Europe and

the United States. "20 Perhaps the primary USAF argument was that the

United States could not expect to fight a major, sustained conventional war

in Europe without substantial participation by its NATO Allies. This would

require a large and expensive buildup of Allied conventional forces which the

Air Force felt was unlikely. AIso, the Air Force believed that the prob-

abitity of the nation fighting simultaneous major conventional wars in two

theaters rryas "extrernely remotu."2l

Consumables, Spares, and Engines

({hffi Through 196? the Air Force supported the SEA buildup by

establishing a full stock of consumables and spare parts for each new base

supply and equipment account. During the year USAF aircraft deployed to

the theater increased to a total of I,614 (71 squadrons), a gain of almost
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500 planes over 1966. In the same period the number of line items increased

from 809, 294 to L,244,000 and the number of monthly supply transactions
22

rose from L,942,988 to 3,465,000.

|!F| Each unit scheduled to be deployed to Southeast Asia was

authorized a war readiness spares kit (WRsK)--designed to support the first

30 days of conventional war. In-p1ace war readiness materiel and production

resources would support tactical forces for subsequent nonnuclear operations.

As of 30 June lg6?, the USAF spares and repair pirts inventory equaled a

dolLar value of $5.058 billion, with spares and repair parts on order

totaling $720 million. Due to the SEA buildup, between 1965 and mid-1967

the total dollar value of the USAF inventory increased from $26.3 billion to

more than g30 billion.23

@Oneofthemostserioussupportprob1emsthatconfrontedthe

Air Force during 1967 was a growing shortage of J75-19W engine repair parts

for F-105 aircraft. Early in the year 46 of the 65 J75 spare engines support-

ing the F-105 fleet were unserviceable because of this deficit. The primary

critical engine components were N-2 compressors and turbine vuheels which

required modifications in order to reduce malfunctions. These changes were

eventually made during the year and deliveries of spare parts and engines to

Southeast Asia were acceLerated. Also, spare parts production was expedited

and a special maintenance team was dispatched to the Pacific to help repair

the J75 engines in the field. By late 1967, as a result of these actions, the

J75 problem was partially 
"""olrr"d. 

24
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II. AIR MUNITIONS

{f6ffi The USAF munitions situation improved considerably during

1967 over the previous year. Although the weight of the air effort greatly

increased, more conventional munitions were produced and many previous

deficits were overcome or ameliorated. In 1966, Secretary Brown admitted,

the Air l'orce had had difficulty supplying the comect type of ordnance in the

desired amount. There were times, he testified before the Senate, when "we

have not had the most desirable mix of bombs and ammunition on a given

base at a given time. "1 In the spring of Ig66, for example, a significant

number of USAF strike sorties were cancelled because of the air munitions
&

shortage. However, accelerated production and irnproved munitions control

eased the problem late in 1966 and early 196?.

fis|!! This meant that some munitions could be distributed to both

the European and Pacific theaters to rebuild the war readiness materiel base

which had been "drawn downil during 1965 and 1966 to meet SEA needs.

AIsq the Air Force was able to replace some of the older munitions in its

inventory with modern ordnance. By January 1968, only two.categories of

munitions--the Shrike missile and Cluster Bomb Unit (CBU) 241 29--rernained

in the automatie resupply system (i. e., items being shipped directly from the

xsee Herman S. Wolk, USAF Logistic Plans and Policies in Southeast Asia,
f966 (AFCHO, 1967), p 14. During congressional testimony, Secretary
McNamara commented: "Considering the fact that rve had to construct a
complete infrastructure starting with ports'and airfields and extending to
roads, bridges, warehouses, maintenance faciLities, communications, etc.
--and simultaneously move in the ammunition and supplies--it is not
surprising that there were scattered supply pinches during the initial period
of the buildup. But as our commanders have stated, even then there were
no shortages which adversely affected our combat operations or the morale
or welfare of our men. t' / Statement. of Mr. McNamara before House Sub-
comm on Appropriations 9Oth:Cong, Ist Sess, 20 Feb 6?, in DOD
Appropriation for 1968, Part II, p 19 /
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United States production lihe).

the second half of 1967, when

2
The greatest improvement took place during

the flow of air munitions reached the point

where Southeast Asia operations could be supported close to optimum levels.
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84 Total SEA air munitions expenditures during 1967 came to

681, 708 tons, a very substantial increase over the 1966 total of 364,381 tons.

The monthly expenditures were as follows:

ugAF AIR MTNTTTONS EXPENpITIJRES (TONS) rN

A!ra' }E1,

PACAF (SEA) SAC
Tone

Expendeil Sortles Sort

January 261706 L5'46t 1.73

February 25,920 1l+r478 L.79

trlarch 3L,825 L7,284 r.B4
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June 30,883 151983 r.93

Juty 3or8r2 L6r7r\ 1.84

August 311443 16,960 1.85

Septenber 29r9BI+ L6rrO5 1.82

October 33r 4oO L7 fii+9 1.93

November 34r183 L7ro1t+ 2.oo

Decenrber 33.197 17.L58 L,92

ToIAL 369,55t r98r l+28 1.85

SOURCE: Dlr/Supply & Svces Chart,
Expendlture s/A11ocat 1on
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flif,fi During September 1967 cumulative munitions expenditures forr

Southeast Asia passed the one million ton mark vriith almost half of this total
*

(494, 000 tons) consumed during the first nine months of 1967. Incredibly

enough, the amount of air munitions expended between January-September 1967

surpassed (by about 40,000 tons) the munitions used during the entire Korean

War. And if fiscal year 1968 plans u/ere carried out, the total air munitions

used during the Vietnam War would exceed eonsumption in the European

theater during World War II and would equal over three-fourths of the global

expenditures of the Second World W"t.4

Production

(|fiE USAF munitions production not only reflected the great increase

in expendifiIres, but also the substantially improved situation over 1965 and

1966. Prior to the major U.S. force buildup in early 1965, conventional
+

munitions production was extremely limited. For example, during fiscal

year 1964 only 14,000 tons were delivered whereas dgring fiscal year 1967

the total was ?06,000 tons. By December 196? the U.S. production base was

capable of producing over 800,000 tons of air munitions per year with 3-9

months lead time either for a production increase or conversion to new

5
categories of munitions.

(fl As for production for all the services, the OSD approved air

munitions schedule for fiscal year 1968 for selected items of ordnance was as

6
follows:

oDo"irrg 
January-September lg6?, the'M-11? and MK-82 general purpose bombs

accounted for over three-quarters of the USAF expenditures.
+See Herman S. Wolk, USAF Logistic Plt"" and Policies it Eooth"t"! .l\"i.,
1966 (AFCHO, 1967).
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5,goo
2071 000

5,2OO
92rBoo

Mar
@ooo

L43, ooo
4( n^n

t5,7OO
5,7oo

296|OOO
.7 P,6A
l rvvv

Iro,0oo

*oo
1091 000

19r 3oo
22|OOO

4r 3oo
25or ooo

4r 8?o
1271 000

60r 000
1l+3r oqo

7Or 00o

l2r ooo
)t lvv

246rooo
? A.\n
lrvvv

I50, O0O

Nov Dec

BLU-23 lr 3oo

45rooo 54rooo
1o5r0o0 t27,ooo
45,ooo Ser:'oo17,300 5rO@
^1. 

r^^ ar .nna+t [w rr, JvvB,9oo 5,350
22orCoO 216100o

,,6LO 5r3OO
13110Oo 1351000

ggg Jun
52|OOO 301000

133rOOO 121,0O0
75,OOO 75,OOO

o0
l0rooo 41000
4rooo a,:'oo

2\2,OOO 2lorOoO
5r8@ 4rOO0

1OO,O0O 92,OOO

BW-t/27 l0, goo
Nfr<-77 quoo
2.75 Rckt 216,ooo
zo-nnrP/M39 616oo
MK-21+ 1l+5, ooo

f, Thus, despite the substantial rise in expenditures, the USAF

inventory continued to increase during 1967 because of the concomitant gain in

the production base. The following illustrates the simultaneous rise in pro-
7

duction, expenditures, and inventory (average per month):

Ehoueands of Tons

Production
Expenclttures
SEA Inventory

.E r lyoo

]'t <

24.5
AzA

nv r o6z

,9.2
t^ a+5. o

132.8

FY 1968

t'r A

64.6
fl+o.o

It should be noted that data for the second half of fiscal year 1968 were

predicated on production and allocation programs in progress at the close

of 400 additional authorized B-52 sorties perof 1967 and included support

month (from 800 to 1200) beginning in February 1968. With the increase in

B-52 sorties, USAF inventory requirements to support the 1968 Pacific

Bomb Live Unit

In millions
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Command (PACOM) expenditure plan would average ?6,400 tons monthly with

a concomitant 45-day 'stock level of 114,600 tons. As far as the first half of

fiscal year 1969 was concerned, the programmed average monthly production

was 72,900 tons with SEA expenditures of 76,400 tons and a forecasted inven-
8

tory of 126,000 tons.
9

(|||!| Actua1 USAF production during 196? was as follows:

Month Thousands of Tons

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

66. r
65.7
69.9
66.2
68.3
65.4
65. 6
68. 5
71.0
?3.8
65. 6
72.4 (Estimated)

The effect of this production on the USAF inventory both worldwide and in

Southeast Asia, despite increasing expenditures, could be appreciated from
10

a consideration of the following comparative figures (tons) going back to 1965:

Date

30 June 1955
30 Sep L965
3I Dec L955
Jl l,lar L966
3o June 1956
J0 Sep L966
l1 Dec l#6
JI !.tar t957
3o June 1967
Jo Sep L967
31 Dec Lfi7

llorldvicle
Inventory

342,064
285,%L
252,872
2t\.,658
218, O3g
278|OOO
3l+2ro79
374r2OO
4o3r r21
44e,4j7
464,r3l.

SEA
Inventory

\9,5:-3
,4,624
57,:-77
77,LOb
7Lr55,

LO4,327
r4o,25o
rt+I,74L
t33,977
t43,876
t6,455

3-Month
Expenclitures

-

3r,?11
66,693
68,362
88,475
79'06'+
95,o42

tog,7g3
L5','85
1?1r 482
].76r5LO
191, Llo



(S-Gp a) Southeast Asia logistic planning called for having 201,600 tons

of munitions in the active pipetine, with another 100, 800 tons in theater

stocks. In Europe, where the Air Force had had but 28,000 tons of munitions

on hand in October 1966, there also was a noteworthy improvement a year

later. Total munitions on hand and en route came to more than 44,000 tons,

with an additional 24,5gL tons approved for shipment during late 196? and

il
early 1968.

Old and New Munitions

(G)Asnoted,acce1eratedproductionmeantthattheAir

Force no longer had to rely on World War II and Korean War munitions.

Before and during the U.S. buildup in 1965, the Air Force used twice as

many older as modern air munitions. This situation began to change in

fiscal year 1966 and even more so in fiscal year 1967. For example,

whereas in May 1966 older muni.tions comprised 43.1 percent of the Seventh
*L2Air Forcers inventory, in May 1967 this had decreased to 14.8 percent.

13
inventory as

3l March

83. 5

9.7
6.8

far as modern weapons

30 April 31 May

85.6 86.2
8.4 8.5
6.0 5.3

were concerned:

30 June

88. I
6.5
4.6

Older munitions included the M-28, M-47, M-66, M-35, M-36, and the BLU-10.
Substitute munitions comprised the M-30, M-57, M-64, M-65, M-81/82, MlA2,
MLU-10, and the BLU-L1123132. Modern air munitions included the MK-81,MK-82,
MK-83, MK-84, M-I17, M-I18, BLU-318, AIM-4, AGM-12, AGM-45, AIM:98,
BLU-I127, l|i,IK-7?179, CBU-2, CBU-3, CBU-lZ, CBU-14, CBV-24129, CBV-28,
ADU-253, ADV-272, and the ADU-285.

{0ffilr

6Thefo11owingref1.ectsthesteadyimprovementduring196?ofthe
USAF SEA air munitions

Modern Weapons
Substitute Weapons
Old Weapons
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G Strategic Air Command (SAC) B-52rs, which were in large

measure responsible for the greatly increased expenditure of munitions during

1967, were allocated MK-82 and MK-117 bombs after the inventory of older,

surplus weapons, such as the M-65 1,000-pou4d general purpose bomb, had been

14reduced. It is pertinent to note that in August 196? the MK-82 500-pound

and the M-Il? 750-pound general purpose bombs accounted for 83.7 percent of

the. tonnage used by the Seventh Air Force and SAC and for ?1.9 percent of the

total e;pended in the SEA theater (incruding the Laotian and Vietnamese Air
15

Forces).

(il| Among the most effective conventional air ordnance was the

cluster bomb unit family of munitions. These CBU's contained hundreds of

small bomblets which were especially effective in penetrating thick jungle

foliage. The CBU-IA and the CBU-?A were anti-personnel rseapons while the

CBU-2A was aR anti-materiel bomb. The CBU-24129--d,eveloped especially for

Southeast Asia--could be used as both anti-personnel and anti-materiel weapons.

These bombs were caruied by the F-4C/D/E, F-100, F-105, A-7 and other air-

craft. A1 so, the BLU-38 and the BLU-26 anti-materiel munitions were

ileveloped for mass delivery by B-52 aircraft and the B-5?B/D. Another new

and useful munition was the Walleye air-to-surface missile for use against

IAtactical targets.'-

(G The Air Force was also concerned about the availability and

development of heaver bombs in the 2,000 and 3,000-pound range. A new

3,000-pound bomb--the BLU-34--was still in a research and development

status. The USAF worldwide inventory of the M-U8 3,000-pound general

purpose bomb was low and required strict patroning in Southeast Asia to
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conserve assets for use against hardened targets. Production of the MK-84

2,000-pound low drag bomb was considered adequate; however, there were

indications in late 1967 that PACAF's heavy munitions needs might increase

substantialty in 1s08. 
* 17

JCS Reserve

ffion24JanuaryI96?,inaccordancewithadirectivefrom

Secretary McNamara, the JCS directed that a "JCS Reserve" be established.

According to OSDrs initial guidance, the rationale for the reserve lay in the

fact that, with greatly increased production, more conventional air munitions

were being sent to Southeast Asia on the "push'r automatic resupply system
+

than were needed. This was coryoborated by Adm.'U. S. Grant Sharp,

Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) who had in fact requested that most

munitions be withdrawn from the resupply network and placed on a system of
18

specific requisitioning.

f|F Although he agreed with CINCPACTs view, Mr. McNamara

wished to continue some kind of JCS control over the munitions deleted from

automatic resupply. Obviously, a few items would remain in the direct re-

supply pi.peline and SEA requisitions from CINCPAC components would be filled

as submitted. However, other specified air munitions would be established in

Continental United States (CONUS) depots (except those controlled by the

Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic) as a JCS reserve. "Munitions from this reservq"

declared the Defense Chief , I' will only be released as approved by the Assistant

Secretary of Defense (I&L) upon JCS request. "19 The reserve was to be stored

and accounted for by each service in appropriate depots.20

'In mid-1967, Secretary McNamara had approved production of the MK-84 as an
interim munition pending production of the BLU-34.

'In rfact, ordnance which was little used began to accumulate in the faII of 1966
with the result that storage and handling facilities became saturated with a con-
comitant backup of munitions strips, especially at Cam Ranh Bay. (Hist (S), Non-
Nuclear Airmunitions Br, Munitions Div, Dir/Sys & Log, I Jan-30 Jun 67).
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2L

The serrrices were directed to submit a monthly report to the

JCS, to include transactions and inventory, beginning as of 3l January. The

first USAF report was submitted to the JCS on 27 February. A11 major air
2l

munitions employed, or planned for emplo;rment in SEA, were listed. JCS

22
Reserve tonnages for 1967 were:

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

End of Month Balance
(Thousands of Tons)

40,064
45,451
5?, 330
69, 134
79, 188
85,949
75,394
66, 231
78,092
71, 089
72,458
68,147

The decrease in more than 10,000 tons of reserve munitions

between June and July reflected the increased use of the MK-81 250-pound

and MK-82 500-pound general purpose bombs along with the M-36 ?50-pound

incendiary bomb. Also, BLU-2? napalm bombs were withdrawn from the

JCS Reserve to compensate for a production decline which had been directed

when requirements decreased. The decrease from 78,092 in September to

?1,089 in October was due to the amount of ordnance taken from the reserve

to support the war readiness materiel rebuild in both the United States Air

Forces in Europe (USAFE) and the Pacific Air Forces (PACAF). Munitions

in USAFETs WRM totaled 9,640 tons with the M-117 accounting for 8, 610 tons

(21,000 bombs). The balance consisted of 280 CBU-12 dispensers (103 tons),

1,648,000 rounds of 20mm ammunition for the M-39 gun (470 tons), and

36, 53? MK-24 flares 1+S? tons).23
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Stockpilins vs. PgSIigg

IFThe munitions production program did not specifically take

into consideration ordnance desi.gned to build up war readiness materiel stocks.

OSD continued to operate on the philosophy that when the war ended, the re-

maining ordnance--together with what remained to be produced on existing

contracts--would provide the majorrty of the total WRM requirement. AIso,

with an in-being production base when hostilities ceased, OSD believed a

program could be planned which would provide adequate production and which

could expand to meet future emergencies. By closely matching production to

actual consumption, the OSD concept minimized the chances of ending up with

a potential surplus of obsolescent munitio n",'n Secretary Brown endorsed the
25policy as follows:

Maintaining an immediately responsive production
base in lieu of stockpiling total requirements has
several advantages. It provides flexibility to
react quantitatively to changing operational require-
ments and an opportunity to take advantage of
product improvements from continuing R&D and
field experience. A ready production base also
allows us to maintain reasonably stable programs
from, year to year, thus keeping private industry
geared to a steady, long term production pace, and
enabling it to retai.n a nucleus of skilled production
personnel.

ItE Nevertheless, the Air Staff--concerned about the possibility of a

contingency elsewhere--felt additional provisions should be made to insure a

quick reaction in the event that a munitions requirement developed in an area where

the WRM was clearly inadequate. For example, at the time of the Arab-Israeli

war of June 1967 stocks of conventional munitions in Europe were at less than

half of the 60 days supply authorized. Also, with the weight of the logistic

effort directed toward Southeast Asia, the Air Force could have been in an
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uncomfortable position if the United States had been forced to intervene. 
*

OSD felt that in the event of a contingency in Europe or elsewhere munitions

could be diverted from the sEA pipeline, the JCS Reserve or from the pro-

duction base. Airlift would be used to meet emergencies. But Headquarters

usAF believed that--given past expenditures and especially lead time--the

prograrnmed production level during 1968 would provide only a slight margin

of safety. A significant increase in expenditures would definitely call for

increased production. The Joint Chiefs were also concerned about being able

to support fiscal 1968 and 1969 force deployments and e:<penditures. Because

ammunition lead time averaged about six months, they felt that a change in

procurement poricy was indicatud. 
26

ffi on 16 June 196?, after the gix Day war, Mr. McNamara author-

ized an increase in production to permit senrling 40,800 tons of munitions to

USAFE and l?,000 tons to pACAF as war readiness materiel. A monthly

schedule was established which provided for the phased shipment of air muni-

tions extending into calendar year 1968. The fiscal year lg68 DOD logistical

guidance called for 60 days prestockage in UsAFE and 90 days in pAcAF.
27The total usAF peacetime global wRM requirement was ?Ib,000 tons.

DurinE the Arab-Israeli war of June lg6?, usAFE actually sent a request
for munitions to Headquarters usAF. However, since munitions were not
readily available for shipment, USAFE was directed to support any possible
action from its own resources. At the same time, the Air Force
Logistics command (AFLC) was directed to make preparations for a 20-day
support shipment to Europe and certain munitions in excess of sEA and
training requirements were diverted to an eastern depot as part of the JCS
Reserve. lHirt (S), Non-Nuclear Munitions Br, Munitions biv, Dir/Sys &
Log, I Jan--30 Jun 6?, p 166-7
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(H) With more conventional munitions flowing from production,

however, it was possible to rebuild wRM stocks in both Europe and the

Pacific consohant with DoD prestockage policy. A total of 74,265 M-11?

bombs were allocated for the war readiness materiel buildup. MK-81 and

MK-82 bombs, 20-mm ammunition and other munitions were also marked

28
for USAFE and PACAF distribution.

Phaseout of "Special Express"

(frf*fietrl$. By February 196? the 'rspecial Expressrr munitions

pipeline s.ystem--which was inaugurated in 1965--was phased out. This

system of ordnance-carrying ships under charter to the Air Force had

been estabtished coincident with the rapid SEA buildup in 1965. A number of

them also served as floating warehouses, augmenting the limited storage and

port handling facilities in the theater. since, by late 1966 and early 1967,

storage and handling facilities were able to accommodate the munitions flow,

the special Express network was discontinued. During its operations,

speciaL Express had moved aLmost three-quarters of a million tons of air
29

munitions to Southeast Asia.

(rrrEBeginninginDecemberl966,theAirForcebegan

the so-called singte/dual port discharge system under which ships were

commissioned specifically to carry USAF munitions directly from C1CNUS

ports to southeast Asia. off-loading was done at one or two sEA ports,

after which the munitions were shipped to a network of USAF bases inland'

This system proved to be more efficient and economical for the Air Foree

30
during 1967.
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trI. SOUTHEAST ASIA BASE CONSTRUCTION

F The Air Force made substantial construction progress in

Southeast Asia during 1967. The foremost achievements included completion

of the entire airfield complex at Tuy Hoa, Republic of Vietnam (RVN), in

June and the opening in May of the USAF air base at Phu Cat, Vietnam.

The latter provided minimum essential operational facilities for a squadron

of F-100's, which arrived from Bien Hoa on 29 May 1967. A second F-100

squadron deployed to Phu Cat from Phan Rang in June. Construction of the

four new USAF jet-capable bases in South Vietnam, which began in 1965,

was thereby completed when Tuy Hoa and Phu Cat joined Cam Ranh Bay and

I
Phan Rang as operational bases.

Ifpl} The Air Force also made noteworthy progress in Thailand

where facilities were completed to support B-52 operations at U-Tapao AB,

which became operational in late 1966. AIso in Thailand, additional vital

construction was begun at Nakhon Phanom, Ubon, and Korat AB's to support
*

the anti-infiltration surveillance system. Too, the Air Force programmed

$9.8 million to move aII Thai Air Force flying training programs from Korat

to Kamphaeng Saen AB in order to provide more space for USAF units at Korat.

rEF By mid-196? projects under way or completed aceounted for more

than 80 percent of the $690 million appropriated through the fiscal year 1968

military construction program (MCP). 
* 

tnu". projects included replacing

existing AM-2 aluminum matting with pavement, improving troop housing and

*
See Chapter fV.

*Of th" $690 million, approximately $400 million went to South Vietnam and
about $225 million to Thailand. The remainder was devoted to other USAF
bases in Taiwan, the Philippines, Japan, and Okinawa.
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base support facilities, and construction of various facilities at Kadena,

Okinawa (930 million), Ching Chuan Kang, Taiwan (92. g million), and Clark

AB, Philippines (gl9 million). Almost al1 of the work was finished by the
2

close of 1967.

(U) The Southeast Asia construction program was facilitated by the use

of USAF heavy repair squadrons (Red Horse), which ptayed an increasingly

useful role in 1967. Six 400-man Red Horse squadrons had been moved to

the following SEA bases prior to 196? (in order of deployment): phan Rang,

554th; Cam Ranh Bay, bbbth; U-Tapao, b56th; phu Cat, g19th; Tuy Hoa,

820th; and Bien Hoa, 823rd. As required, elements of these units--which

were proficient in construction, repair, and maintenance--were sent to other

bases. During lg67 detachments of Red Horse personnel worked on projects

at Da Nang, Nha Trang, Korat, iJborr, and other sites.3 According to

Secretary Brown, the hqavy repair squadrons had proved to be of great value

and were required t'as a permanent part of the Air Force tactical force.,,4

(u) The Air Force also found that its prime Beef (Base Engineering

Emergency Force) teams made a substantial contribution in the theater.

Between August 1965 and December 196?, 6t pri:rre Beef contingency teams
&

("c" teams)' were deployed overseas for 120 days of temporary duty (TDy),

59 of these to southeast Asia. 
+ 

During 196? prime Beef units worked at

Phu Cat, Tuy Hoa, Tan Son Nhut, Nha Trang, U-Tapao, Bien Hoa, Da Nang,

Korat, Takhli, Pleiku, and other bases. They installed water supply, fuel,

As opposed to Prime Beef rrFil teams deployed for CONUS support.
*Thu t*o others went to Alaska and Antarctica.

#frr
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and sewer systems and constructed mess facilities. They also built hangars

and revetments and carried out additional general construction. Through

December 1967 approximately 1,800 Prime Beef personnel had moved to

D
Southeast Asia.

(U) At the close of 1967 it was evident to Headquarters USAF that

there would be a continuous need for Red Horse and Prime Beef units.

Since the war showed no sign of ending, the heavy repair squadrons would be

required in the future for major repair and maintenance tasks incLuding the

rebuilding of runways which assumed paramount importance in any prolonged

and indeterminate deployment.

(U) Although the magnitude of USAF construction in Vietnam and

Thailand decreased during 196?, an important change occurred in the so-

called "approval procedures. " On 3I January 1967 Secretary McNamara

revised the procedures for South Vietnam and thereby eliminated functional

facility categories which had been used since February 1966. Under facility

categories, the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) was able to

transfer program authorization from one category to another without

Washingtonrs approval, provided the cost increase was no more than l0 per-

cent. The new procedures provided that authorizations could still be trans-

ferued, but only if approval was requested from OSD. If any action was not

disapproved within 2l days, then MACV could assume that OSD approval had

been granted. Such authorization changes had to be formally justified by

MACV unless the changes 'wa-e less than 10 percent of the project cost or

$50, 000, whichever was larger. On 6 April 196?, effective with the fiscal

year 1967 supplemental. program, Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance
6

approved the new procedures for construction i.n Thailand.
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jE With the greater part of the SEA base complex completed,

Headquarters USAF planned to limit future construction activity to rebuilding

runways and to general repair and mai.ntenance work. However, for a time

it appeared major new construction tasks would be required. This situation

arose out of a proposal by Mr' Ellsworth Bunker, the u' s' Ambassador to

South Vietnam, who recommended to Gen. William C. Westmoreland, the

MACV.commander, that as many American personnel as possible be moved

out of the Saigon arda in order to reduce city congestion and piaster expendi-

tures. The Bunker plan required the deplo;rment of three airlift squadrons

from Tan Son Nhut to Bien Hoa. The Air Force opposed the so-caLled Move

Out of Saigon Earliest (MOOSE) program--and its position was endorsed by

both MACV and OSD--on the grounds that it was neither cost effective nor

operationally desirable to shuffle several thousand people and their equipment

from Tan Son Nhut to Bien Hoa. The projeit v/as deleted from the USAF

fiscal year 1969 budget request and was not recommended by the JCS.7

04 A comparison of CINCPAC and JCS-recommended programs for
.8

the fiscal year 1969 military construction program follows (in millions):

Army $189. f
Navy 159.6
Air Force 88.7

CINCPAC
vietnam ----hailand

$42.5
7.7

47 .7

@
$189. r
159.0
20.6

JCS
Thailand

$38.6
7.9

13. 3

As far as the Air Force was concerned, the major difference between the two

programs involved the dedirability of extensive airfield matting replacement in
9

Thailand and Vietnam and the MOOSE project in Vietnam.
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Project Turnkey

(U) In mid-November 1966 the new expeditionary AM-z mat airfield was

completed at Tuy Hoa under the turnkey concept. The 308th Tactical Fighter

squadron (F-100) arrived in November and oo 16 December was joined by the

306th and 309th. Meanwhile, work began in December 1966 on the Portland

Qement Concrete (PCC) parallel runways and continued into early 196? along
t0

with construction of allied operational and support facilities.

(U) Under a cost plus fixed fee contract with incentive provisions for

early completion of facilities, the contractor completed the concrete runways

on 28 April 1967 and all facilities on 10 June, two weeks ahead of schedule.

On 12 June the major portion of the contractor work force was demobilized

and by 10 JuIy all on-site construction was closed out. Contractor equipment

and remaining materiel were transfemed to the Air Force on arreimbursable

basis. The estimated value of this equipment--to be used by Red Horse

squadrons--was $8,700,000. By meeting the incentive schedule, the contractor
*11

earned the full incentive bonus of $900,000. The total contract cost was as
T2

follows:

FinaI

Cost

Contract Amount

Construction

Engineering

Non-Construction

TOTAL

$48,089, 386. 58

1,623, 759.00

3, 794, 672. 42

$53, 507,844.00

Fee

$3, 115, 000. 00

55,000.00

20, 600.00

Total

$51, 304,386. 58 (Net costs)

1, 678, 785.00

3,815,272.00

$3, 190, 600. 00 $56,798,443.58

The $900,000 included $400,000 for early completion of the expeditionary air-
field, $360,000 for finishing the runway-s ahead of sehedule, and $r40,00o for
meeting the demobilization schedule. /_piri civ Engr Talking paper, 26 JuI 67,
subj: Turnkey Construction Costs, Tof Hoa AB, Vietnam-/

(This page is UNCLASSIFIED)
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(U) Thus, at a net construction cost under the programmed $52 million,

the USAF turnkey project produced the most complete new tactical air base

in Vietnam ahead of schedule. Although Headquarters USAF planned no similar

projects in the immediate future, it was clear that the turnkey approach had
13

important advantages. secretary Brown observed in testimony on capitol

Hill that "in cases where a contractor can be used rather than engineering con-

struction troops, the Turnkey concept developed by the Air Force appears to

offer a good means of providing new construction. r' However, he emphasized

that the Air Force did not "wish to become a manager of large .cgnstruction

pro;ects. "14 He added that the concept was especially adaptable to construc-

tion in remote areas where the probability of enemy attack was small and

suggested that it might well be useful to other .g"rr"i"".l5

U-Tapao (Sattahip)

fll In late 1966 and early Ig6? the Air Force was authorized to

base 25 B-52 heavy bombers in Thailand at u-Tapao AB. It had been

obvious for some time that B-52 strikes launched solely from Andersen AFB,

Guam, were exceedingly expensive and that the big bombers should be moved

closer to the theater of operations. By basing them in Thailand, for example,

reaction time and costs could be reduced measurably and operations facilitated.

tG; In August lg66 Headquarters USAF and the JCS began consider-

ing various bases for possible B-52 deplo;rments. The Air Staff on 3l August

compiled a list of facilities which would be needed to support 30 B-52's at a

main operating base (MOB) at a cost of $24.7 million. This list was sent to

osD, Jcs, and CINCPAC. In late september sAC offered a revised list of

facilities whose cost totaled $29. 2?4 million. Another Air staff study in
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October weighed the basing of B-52rs on an austere forward operating base

(FOB) in South Vietnam. Some thought was given to Kadena AB, Okinawa, ,,

but this was ruled out by the State Department. The Philippines also was

under consideration by OSD. 
ro

F By November Headquarters USAF had established a study group

to evolve a specific plan for locating the B-52ts at U-Tapao. (e SAC survey

team subsequently visited that base. ) tnis plan indicated that savings of $7

million per month could be realized by basing 15 B-52's at U-Tapao on an

MOB basis. With 35 bombers on Guam, the total of 50 aircraft could fly

800 sorties each month. It would take ?0 B-52rs stationed at Guam to fly the

same.number of sorties. The plan was finished on 30 November and sub-

mitted to Mr. M"N.*"".. 17

(ffi on 1? December 1966 the Defense Chief approved g19 million in

the fiscal year 1967 supplemental military construction program for basing l5

B-52's at U-Tapao under the MOB concept. However, since the civitian

contractor at U-Tapao was in the process of phasing down construction activity,

it became necessary to act quickly and add the new requirement to the existing

contract. Whereupon, the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (OSAF)--

noting that funds in the fiscal year 1967 supplemental would not be available in

time to prevent the contractor from demobilizing in January 196?--requested

Mr. McNamara to provide $7. 5 million from the OSD contingency fund for this

program. If the money were released i.mmediately, the contractor could
t8

continue earthwork and paving at U-Tapao without any intemuption.

ffi However, the enti.re $200 million contingency fund had already

been allocated to other high-priority projects. Deputy Secretary of Defense

Vance consequently suggested that the funds be taken from the $97. I million
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available in the USAF Thailand construction fund, and temporarily defer

other approved work. Money for postponed projects would be restored when
19

Congress appropriated funds for the B-52 program.

PACAF, established conEtruction priorities based on funding of $19 million.

In mid-January 196? design was authorized for 38 separate items incLuding

pavements, POL facilities, etc. On 2 March 196?, Mr. Vance approved B-52

"Arc Light" construction at U-Tapao* and on the same day Prime Minister

ThAnom of Thailand agreed to the use of the base by B-52 aircraft and author-

ized his Deputy Defense Minister to approve U.S. proposals for additional

20
construction.

tCffi Secretary McNamara on 4 March directed that the work begin

immediately in order to complete the facilities before the onset of the monsoon

season. Four days later the Air Force's 556th Civil Engineering (Heavy

Repair) Squadron began building an interim ammunition facility and access
2l

road and on 14 March the contractc was directed to proceed with construction.

lrffiUSAF planning called for deploying three B-52's to the base on

t0 April 196? followed by three more on l May, four aircraft on 22 ||u/.ay, and

the remainder on 30 June. On 31 March Mr. Vance directed the actual deploy-

ment of the 15 B-52's from Guam to U-Tapao. Thus, the base became the first

Southeast Asia mainland facility to accept the bombers when, on l0 April, the

first three B-52ts arrived from Andersen AFB. The very next day they flew

their first combat mission from Thailand, striking enemy targets near Da Nang'

Including ammunition storage, taxiway, hardstands, shoulder stabilization, and
refueling hydrants--at a cost of $9.2 million.

trruD y4E,e .oll!f,f,llll[

l-
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Three more deployed on I May with four additional heavy bombers being in

place on 22 May, including one ground spare aircraft. Five others amived at

U-Tapao on 30 June 1g6?.22

(fl|!!$fAs B-52 operations from U-Tapao became routine, Headquarters

USAF during the late surnmer studied the possibility of increasing the number

of Thailand-based heavy bombers from 15 to 25 with an attendant increase in

their SrtA sorties from 800 to 1, 200 per month. On the basis of this study, it

proposed deploying an increment of seven additional B-52ts to U-Tapao, bringing

the total to 22 aircraft. After the base achieved an MOB status in February 1968,

23
the total would be brought to 25 B-52ts.

@TheJointChiefsapprovedthisrecommendationon14october

and submi.tted it to Mr. McNamara, who also endorsed it and requested the Air

Force to prepare a specific plan for supporting the greater sortie rate. Com-

pleted by the Air Force in early December, this plan was forwarded to the

Defense Chief with a request for $g,9b6,000 in contingency funds to support the

increased B-52 sorti" ,^1..24

Director of Construction for Thailand

Tf# As was noted in an earlier narrative, in January 1966 Deputy

Secretary of Defense Vance approved establishment of the Office of the MACV

Director of Constrwtion. 
* 

OSDrs rationale for establishing a "construction

boss" for Vi etnam was that centralized direction tyas required in a situation

where a number of services and agencies were competing for resources and
#

{

*
See Herman S.
1965 (AFCHO,

Wolk, USAF LoEistic plans and Policies in Southeast Asia

--
June 1967), pp 34-35.
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requirements. Several months later, in April 1966, Secretary McNamara

suggested to Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, Chairman, JCS, that a Director of

Construction for Thailand also might be needed. On 8 June 1966, however,

the JCS recommended that this position not be established since adequate

authority to coordinate and execute the construction program in that country
*

had been delegated by CINCPAC to COMUSMACTHAI. Secretary McNamara
25

replied that he trrel.uctantly agreed" with the JCS vrew--at least for the present.

V# Some nine months later, following a review of SEA military con-

struction by a Department of Defense (DOD) study group which recommended a

Director of Construction for Thailand, Mr. Vance on 18 April 196? asked

General Wheeler to take another look at the proposal. In late April and early

May, Admiral Sharp made it clear that he favored the existing amangement.

Centralization was not necessary in Thailand, AdmiraL Sharp said, because

construction programming and control were a service responsibility. Also, he

argued that there remained no serious competition for construction materials

in Thailand--unlike the case in South Vietnam. In fact, the size of the Thai
26

construction prog"am was smaller than that originally envisioned.

wonthebasisofCINCPACtsview-.andincontradictiontothe
report of the DOD study group--the JCS concluded that a Director of Construc-

tion for Thailand was not required. The key point, said Generdf Wheeler in

a memorandum to OSD, was that MACTTIAI did not exercise operational

control of all in-country forces. While he coordinated construction in Thailand,

the MACTHAI commander-*if unable to obtain coordination by the component

units--referred the problem to CINCPAC. Establishment of a MACTHAI

*-COMUSMACTIIAI--Commander, U. S. Military Assistance Comrnand, Thailand.
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Director of Construction would, he beLieved, require a change in existing

command relationships which was neither required nor desirable. On the

other hand, the JCS recommended an enlarged engineering staff for MACTHAI

along with improved coordination for Thailand construction. 
27

yG Headquarters USAF fully supported the view of the Joint Chiefs

that construction management was of a different character in Thailand than

Vietnam. Maj. Gen. R. H. Curtin, USAF Director of Civil Engineering,

observed that rrconditions which require a Director of Construction in Vietnam

do not exist in Thailand.rr Further, said General Curtin, construction was

being satisfactorily managed in Thailand with CINCPAC providing adequate

*28
direction for the program. The Navy and Marine Corps also endorsed

the JCS position.

g The Army, however, non-concurred and argued for establishing

a directorate of construction in Thailand. While recognizing that Thailand

construction was being adequately managed, Army officials felt that a Direc-

tor was needed in order to coordinate planning of "crashil projects and in

support of contingency plans. They expressed concern lest the experience in

Vietnam be repeated in Thailand with "piecemeal planning and construction. ..rl

Specifically, the Army cited as an example the USAF requirement for con-

struction at U-Tapao rvhich was submitted rrwithout timely consideration of

Army construction support requirement". "29

oM". Lewis E. Turner, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
(Installations) disagreed with the Air Staff view and argued that a Director
of Construction for Thailand was needed "to assure proper management
and integration of the total DOD program.'r In general, Mr. Turner felt
that, although the Thaf situation.was in fact different from Vietnam, "so
long as there are construction programs for more than one service in the
country, someone of sufficient stature and authority should determine the
priority in which the work is to be accomplished. . . r'{Memo, Lewis E.
Tyrner, Dep Asst SAF (Installations) to Dir/Civ Engr, 6 Jun 67, subj:
Director of Construction for Thailand /
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(U3 Despite the above position, the majority view carried and the

JCS rationale was upheld on 2g June lg6? by Deputy Secfttary vance. Noting

that the Joint Chiefs had recommended against forming a directorate of con-

struction in Thailand, Mr. Vance approved the JCS recommendation to enlarge

MACTHAIs engineering staff, etc., t'on a trial basis,r' directing that at the

end of six months th-e situation be reviewed .g.io.30

The RaJrmond Construction Report

aG The year 196? saw tangible progress not only in providing sEA

operational facilities but also a high level critical evaluation of the construc-

tion program in vietnam and Thailand. A landmark report by Brig. Gen.

Daniel A. Raymond, the Director of MACV construction, dated I June Ig6?,

was submitted to OSD upon his relinquishment of that po"t. 
* 

General Raymondrs

report was closely studied by Secretary McNamara and led to an OSD directive

on 26 July which requested the JCS and all military departments to I'extensively

31analyze" military construction in South Vietnam in order to improve the program.

ffiUnderlyingGenera1Raymond|sobservationsandrecommendations

was the fact that construction in Vietnam began under circumstances which

demanded rapidity of action more than an;rthing else. At first--and until 196?--

requirements were vaguely defined and estimates (including cost) were often

inaccurate. It was not until late 1966 that the essential character of the overall

construction task became clear. Not only did it involve three individual service

programs, but each of these was of a different character, being organized and con-

ceived to accomplish disparate objectives. The service programs were

coordinated as a theater program by COMUSMACV.32

*Upon leaving his post at MACV, General Raymond beeame the SEA Construc-
tion Division chief in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Installations and Logistics.

(This pager"#

-
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' F) Overall construction was accomplished by a combination of

civilian contractor and troop construction units with the bulk of the work being

done by the former* under the cognizance of the Officer-in-Charge of Construc-

tion (OICC), U.S. Navy. The Office of the Secretary of Defense assumed the

pivotal role in overall construction management through reprogramming control,
33certification of requirements, and allocation of contingency funds. '

(tE' In his report, General Raymond was critical of the Army and

Navy, declaring that the rrgreatest single problemrr in isolating construction

requirements in Vietnam flowed from inadequate planning by these two services.

(This inadequacy in turn significantly affected the USAF programs since the Air

Force depended on the other two services for construction of its bases. ) The

Director of MACV Constructlon cited the 'rconfusion and delay in developing

requirements and in translating requirements into plans for execution. r'

Paradoxically, the Army had the least planning ability, yet was faced with the

greatest task in-country.+

3W rhe Air Force, according to General Raymond, had done ade-

quate planning prior to the buildup in 1965 and this was evident in its base

construction program. The problem with the Army and Navy was that their

planning was far too decentralized--at least at the outset. Too, the Army and

Navy were primarity designed to operate in the field while the Air Force had

become rra sophisticated industriaL operation insofar as its ground activities are

concerned. " More importantly, General Raymond said, the services had only

The so-caIIed single joint venture of the RMK-BRJ combine--Raymond
International, New York; Morrison-Knudsen, Boise, Idaho; Brown and Root,
Houston, Tex. ; and J. A. Jones, Charlotte, N. C.

+'on this point, see wolk, usAF Logistic plans and policies in southeast
Asia 1965 (AFCHO, .lune td6'?T-
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partial control of their programs since these were recommended by compo-

nents and then reviev/ed through joint and service echelons with a final,

decisive review by OSD. Thus, this complexity "made processing of programs

slow and tedious. Clearly some amangements should be made to simplify and

streamline existing procedures. What was bought in Vietnam was not construc-

tion in the normal sense but a capability to construct facilities." 34

ffi The need to establish the RMK-BRJ joint venture was recognized

since the Administration in 1965 decided not to mobilize the Army reserve

which included a significant number of construction units.o A" far as the con-

tractor performance on the USAF turnkey project was concerned, General

Raymond concluded that it was successful, although he felt that both the

construction time and cost were comparable to similar projects. "Considerable

external Air Force support, " he said, also was provided the turnkey proiect

which "did not appear as a military construction cost. " Hu further concluded

that, while turnkey was highly effective as a rtone shot requirement, " it should

not be held out as a model for rtmultiple requirements" prirnarily because of

cost and complexity of operational controls. In his report, General Raymond

also commented on USAF Red Horse and Prime Beef civil engineering units,

which he said exhibited considerable skill and had performed well in Southeast

35
Asia.

(:|![t) In early September, in response to Mr. McNamara's call for an

extensive analysis of the Raymond report, Admiral Sharp advised the JCS that

he supported General Raymondrs observation that SEA construction was far too

*'During 1965 and 1966 the JCS repeatedly recommended reserve mobilization.
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inefficient and he aLso thought there should be more detailed planning as a

means to avoid future rrcrashrr efforts. He said that reprogramming, which

in the context of Southeast Asia had occurred often, was far too complex and

voluminous in reportage. At the heart of this unresponsiveness and ineffective

management lay the system of peacetime programming which had not been
36

adequately adjusted to a wartime situation.

frffi Admiral Sharp's criticism was supported by the Joint staff,

which revised its initial draft report after USAF officials objected to the call

for pi^oviding I'sweeping authority" over military construction to the unified

command. In general, Headquarters USAF felt that the first report "went too

far too fast. " The final paper adopted by the JCS, which included Navy and

Marine Corps inputs, emphasized the need for base deveLopment planning at all

leve1s of command and greater flexibility in funding and mobilizatri.on to cope

with fast-breaking contingenci"". 
tt

(f|!lp ,In general, the Joint Chiefs observed that funding had lagged

behind the requirement for facilities and that justification procedures had been

too complicated. On the other hand, the U. S. construction effort had made

itself felt because of the unique character of the war in vietnam (that is, a

large civilian combine could be mobilized rryithout undue interference from the

enemy); this would not always be the case in the future and planning should not

be predicated on a repeat situation.33

Cost Overruns

dl The problem of spiraling costs was not new to the construction

program in 1967. Cost increases over original estimates had risen steadily

since 1965 and by mid-1966 the figure stood at $200 million, about one-fourth
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of the overall program. General Raymond thought that this particularly large

overrun resulted primarily from over-mobilization early in the program, when

too much money was committed to investment'costs and too litt1e saved for
39

operating the actual mobilized capability.

In January 1967, six months after the first large overrun came

to light, another imbalance of the same order of magnitude as the first was

identifie.d. According to General Raymond, among the reasons for the second

overrun was that construction planners still lacked experience and the ability

to predict the cost of facilities and not enough stress had been placed on
40

contract cost control.

ffiAreportbyaCINCPACstudygrouponcostoverrunscorrob-
orated General Raymond's observations and pointed to the inadequacy of using

basic peacetime administrative controls in Vietnam. The peacetime "line

item" system' of funding proved invalid and, coupled with tremendously rising

costs of material and labor, contributed to the problem. The CINCPAC group

concLuded that, under these conditions, the I'large unexpected program ovemuns

_ ,,41were lnevltable. "

flil#General Raymond and the CINCPAC group also inferred what

Col. Archie S. Mayes, Director of Civil Engineering, Seventh Air Force,

stated explicitly when he noted that the RMK-BRJ combine was simply too

large and unwieldy to operate effectively in the South Vietnamese environment.

He thought greater decentralization was required and that there should be a

single contractor rather than a large joint venture. He said that in 1966, for

*
A system under which contractor charges were first distributed among
various line items, resulting in a time-consuming accounting process
which negated effective and timely fiscal control-.
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exarnple, RMK-BRJ'5 work-in-place rose from $25 million per month in May

to $40 million per month in October. By the latter date the construction

combine had hired more than 51,000 personnel. In defense of the joint ven-

ture, however, Colonel Mayes pointed out that when the buildup began in 1965,

the stress was on building facilities as rapidly as possible without giving too

much thought to the cost or management. It could not be denied, in the final
42

analysis, that RMK-BRJ got the job done.

Contractor Phaseout and the Level of Effort

3e By January 196? the construction management system was

becoming unraveled with soaring costs attributed to excessive purchasing of

materiel and equipment and a poorly defined program. The USAF program

was underfunded by $?4 million at this time and the OICC realized that

changes would have to be made in the basic managemer$ system. Since by

late 1966 it had become apparent that the contractor would have to substan-

tially reduce his work force, MACV prepared a plan for contractor phasedown

which called for troop units to take over a significant share of any future con-

struction. This MACV document, prepared in coordination with the OICC, set

43
I April 1968 as the contractor phaseout date.

Clgp$ Titled the 'rlevel of Effort Concept of Constnuction Management, I'

the MACV plan required an accelerated phaseout of the contractor even earlier

than authorized by Mr. McNamapa since funds were not available to keep hirn

going for a longer period. The major goal was to reduce costs by holding

down monthly contractor expenditures to a pre-planned amount, while troop
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construction units were brought in as substitutes. The following chart depicts

the planned reduction in contractor costs compared with the projected increase

in troop construction activity.44

Capablltty ProJectlon Work-ln-Place ($Mtll"tone)

Contractor

.ruly 196? 30
Auguet
Septenber 25
October 20
Norreuber
Deceuber
January 1!58 15
February
Marcb
Apr1l

25

n
L5

r5
10

5

Troop

L2.2
L2.2
L2,2
L2.'
L2.5
L2.'
L2.5
L2,g
L2.g
L2.g

(# under this plan the so-called "fuu funding" concept would

be applied to construction in South Vietnam. It provided for the use of

two or more construction agents to complete projects without a predetermined

time limit. Thus, the contractor could work on many more projects without

being required to complete them. Projects not finished by the contractor

would be completed by engineer troop units such as the Red Horse civil engi-
45neering (heavy) repair squadrons. The specific MACV-OICC phaseout plan

developed under the rrl-evel of Effort" concept projected the following contractor
46

work force:

Contractor Work Force (ProJected)

u.q. rhlrd coqgfg_{gS

Aprll 1957 31050 4, 34,850
29,275
23,254
t7,\56
t5r00o
rSrooo
15, OOO

I1r658
u,558
LLr5r8
IIr558

!{av 2,550
June 21010
JuIy 11490
August Ir ll+8
Septeober lrl48
October lrl48
November 97ODecember 97O
Janua,ry l!58 97o
Febnrary 97O

3t
3t
11
I,
t,
1,
I,
t,
1,
I,

6oo
8:o
0llo
260
792
792
7y2
480
4Bo
l+8o
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|I!!P Unfortunately, following the adoption and implementation of the

above plan on I Aprit 196?, Admiral Sharp requested the deployment of still

more forces to Southeast Asia, which meant that more facilities would have

to be built than had been contemplated when contractor demobilization was set.

Also, by May 1967 it became clear that the required troop construction units

would not be available in time to supplant the contractor. 
x 

Consequently,

following a 2? April meeting with General Westmoreland, the Joint Chiefs

recommended to CINCPAC that the rate of contractor phasedown be reexamined.

The Army, Navy, and Air Force supported the review since each service

would be adversely affected if the civilian combine was phased out rapidly
47

without an attendant increase in troop units.

WTheDoDstudygroupwhichhadear1ierreportedonSEAcon.
struction also suggested that a substantial contractor capability be retained

at least until I July 1968. It said it felt strongly th"t,48

The more use that can be made of the contractor while
he is available, the greater will be the recovery of "spent"
military construction funds. . . Requirements for essential
facilities wouLd justify this action; equally important is a
necessity for a base for a substantial increase in construc-
tion if the war effort should require it.

jGff[w By the end of April 1968, at which time the contractor would be

phased out, approximately $I00 million in Air Force construction projects

would remain to be completed. Consequently, Headquarters USAF urged re-

tention of the contractor after April 1968. The Seventh Air Force, which also

strongly supported this position, proposed that the contractor be kept on at

49
least until June 1968 and idealLy until October.

CINCPAC had requested dspleJnnent of two more USAF Red Horse squadrons
by I November 1967 and I February 1968.
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ffFF On 29 July, after consulting with General W'estmoreland,

Admiral Sharp informed the JCS that the MACV construction plan had been

revised td include a phasedown in RMK-BRJ personnel to approximately

15,000 by I October 1967 with this level maintained indefinitely until the war

situation dictated a change one way or the other. This revised plan provided

that RMK-ERJ operations after I October 196? would be concentrated in three

primary enclave areas in South Vietnam. CINCPAC, also noted that the plan

had aLready been lttentatively implementedt' in that General Westmoreland

had directed the oICC to hold the civilian work force at t b, 000. Too, MACV

still had the authority to shift funds from one project to another. In addition,

the rrfull funding" concept meant that troop labor could completely take over

from the contractor on projects started by the latter.50

sThe15,00oRMK-BRJforce1evelwaspredicatedonProgram

#4 requirements (that is, 4?1,000 troops in vietnam by mid-196?) along with

$90 million in fiscal year 1968 funds to sustain the work until I October 1968

when fiscal year 1969 resources were expected to be available. The Air

Staff fully supported the revised pl.an and in late August the JCS recommended

to Secretary McNamara that the required funds be provided to imple*"rrt it:* 
51

Preparing for Contingencies

(flt!#The southeast Asian experience provided usAF logistic and

construction planners a signal opportunity to study and analyze what could be

done in future war situations to accelerate site selection and construction. In

The JCS had originally proposed sending the revised plan to osD without
comment, but fol,Iowing a usAF suggestion, the paper was revised to include
a. strong statement of support and a recommendation for early funding. The
other services supported the change. (Bac,kground paper, Dir/plans to CSAF,
25 Aug 6?, subj: JCS 24l2l\3g.l
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this connection, it is pertinent to note that the Air Force concluded after the

Korean War that advanced planning for air base construction during most of

that conJLict was inadequate. At that time USAF officials also suggested that

new airfields shoul.d be built so as to include provisions for rapid expansion of

facilities in the event of a changed operational situation.S2

ai ln retrospect, it seemed essential that potential base sites

be identified early and in numbers sufficient to meet foreseeable operational

needs. The important thing obviously was to avoid costly delays in site

selection which in Vietnam had forced the Air Force to defer operational

strike aircraft deployments in 1965 and 1966. Significantly, it was found that

construction delays could be alleviated only by the timely deploSnrrent of USAF

heavy repair squadrons, these units being introduced into the theater when it

became apparent the Army and Navy would be unable to fulfill USAF requirements.

(flffiAnother key conclusion was that the Air Force had to have ade-

quate stockpiles of constructio4 and base maintenance equipment and materiel

to rapidly support combat operations. ttSpeed of reaction, " as Secretary Brown

noted, "can be decisive in the types of conflict we are most likely to see in

the future. "53 The acquisition of foreign real estate was another important

element in rrcrashrr construction. Early discussions with potential host

countries to obtain formal agreements might do much to expedite the acquisi-

tion of real estate to meet U.S. needs. Finally, the success of the turnkey

project indicated that, where a contractor miglrt be used in lieu of troop

engineer units, such an approach could provide the needed facilities quickly

with minimum impact on the host countryrs resources and economy.

(Thispageis#

ffi-",
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Iv. THE ANTI-INFILTRATTON SYSTEM

(rcByt966ithadbecomequitec1earthattheViet

Cong insurgency in South Vietnam was being continually reinforced by a

heavy flow of North Vietnamese troops and weapons through the demilitarized

zone (DMZ) and Laos. The difficulties in interdicting this enemy tr,affic

were considerable because of the jungle terrain with many hidden trails and

the dearth of allied manpower to counter the infiltration.

GAsear1yas1965,seekingaso1utiontothisprob1em,Head-
quarters MACV and the Rand Corporation had studied the idea of building

an anti.-infiltration barrier across South Vietnam just below the DMZ, In

February 1966 Secretary McNamara, who was highly interested in the concept,

discussed it with Army officials who, at his request, quickly prepared a

"talking paper" on the barrier concept. Briefly, they envisaged it would

take five divisions six months to clear and secure a 2l6-mile, 500-yard-wide

strip stretching from the South China Sea across Vietnam and Laos to

Thailand. Twelve more months would be needed to fortify it with concertina
I

wire, towers, searchlights, mines, and a fence.

Cf!;lEtrf} In March the JCS reviewed the concept and generally opposed

it. The Air Forcers view was that it connotated a rrMaginot Linetr or "Iron

Curtainrr t;rpe of strategy, which would require deployment of even more ground

troops than were already committed to the war. The Joint Staff subsequently

undertook a study which indicated it would take not five but six or seven

divisions to clear and secure the selected terrain. The Joint Staff also pre-

dicted it would take two to four years to compLete the barrier and require an

enormous amount of materiel. General Wheeler--noting there was little or

il h;:
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no support for a project of this magnitude within the JCS or from commanders

in the field--advised Mr. McNamara not to proceed with it. He observed that

the additional resources could be employed more usefully to carry on the war
2

in accordance with previous JCS recommendations.

tffiFfn The Defense Chief, however, desired to pursue the matter and

requested the Institute of Defense Analysis (IDA) to examine the problem and

submit a report. In cooperation with specialists from universities, institutes,

and corporations, IDA initiated an intensive investigation which was compLeted

on 3l August 1966 and resulted in a conclusion that an air-supported, anti-

infiltration barrier system was feasible. By using components already avail-

able, IDA thought an operable system was possible about one year after a

decision was made to proceed. It estimated the annual cost at $800 million.

IDA proposed to Mr. McNamara that he set up a task force to carry out more
3

detailed planning and design of the barrier.

(ffi The Secretary of Defense decided to go ahead with the project

and, on 15 September 1966, he named Lt. Gen. Alfred D. Starbird, U.S. Army,
&

to head JTF 728' to design an infiltration interdiction system for South

Vietnam and Laos as a matter of highest priority. General Starbird began his

activities by collecting data on the procurement of materials, improvement of

certain SEA support facilities, and activation and equipping of special air units.

He also initiated several priority research and development efforts aimed at

acquiring specialized munitions and sensors to be ttsowed" over the length of

+4
the barrier.

*'Its cover name was Defense Communications Planning Group (DCPG).
!'The specialLzed munitions included "gravelrt mines, anti-vehicle and anti-

navigation mines, trdragontoothrr munitions, and button bomblets.
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Air Staff Concern

(EToassureAirForcesupportofthesystem,GeneralMcConne11

appointed Maj. Gen. W. P. Swancutt, Director of Operations, as the Air

Staff's focal point for all Air Force matters related to JTF 728. This re-

sponsibility was reassigned to Swancuttrs Deputy, Maj. Gen. G. B. Simler. The

Chief of Staff also requested the Director of Operations to establish within the

Air Staff a rrCombat Beaver" project to develop a concept for an aerial block-

ade against infiltration. General McConnell assigned the highest priority to this

.5proJecr.

(fltr$ Meanwhile, after another review of the barrier concept, the

JCS informed Secretary McNamara that they and Admiral Sharp still questioned

its practicality, although the inadequacies migtt be resolved by a "vigorous

determination of feasibilityil prior to committing resources and taking other

implementing action. They restated their view that there should be no diver-

sion of combat logistic support from cument military operations, and thought

that the projected completion date was unrealistic. They wanted General

Starbirdrs program definition plan, when completed, to be sent to the Defense
6

Secretary through the JCS.

g5iflF#? In addition to the barrier's questionable feasibility, the Air

Staff was concerned about the organizational aspects of the project. On 26

September 1966, Gen. Bruce K. Holloway, Air Force Vice Chief of Staff,

informed Secretary Brown that the Air Staff believed JTF 728 should be

headed by an Air Force general officer as the project was air-oriented. He

further observed that the concept had seriotis drawbacks: it could indirectly

jeopardize the existing high priority Southeast Asia program even if a directive

were issued to prevent this, and might not be completely effective even i"f

w'
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done on a t'Manhattan Projectrrbasis.* t" also thought it would create polit-

ical problems with the South Vietnamese and Lao governments over the

"sowingrr of millions of nonsterilized mines which would remain after the

warrs end. General Holloway further noted that the jungle canopy would pre-

vent distinguishing (in the fortified areas) between humans and animals and

that the timetable for producing research and development items was too

optimistic. But as Secretary McNamara had already directed General Starbird

to proceed with JTF 728, the Air Forcers vice ghief of staff promised the
7Air Forcers full support of the project.-

ruf In subsequent weeks, pLanning for the anti-infiltration system

moved into high gear with Headquarters MACV, PAcoM, pAcAF, and other

commands also dqeply involved. On 15 November 1966 General Stprbird for-

warded to Mr. McNamara and the JCS a proposed program definition plan.

After their review, the service chiefs unanimously agreed that the technical

operational feasibility of the plan was still open to rrserious questionrr and

again recommended against its adoption on grounds of excessive cost, service

inability to provide the necessary support forces on time, unrealistic research

and development estimates, and the likely setbacks to current military pro-

grams and the war effort. They urged a continuation of Admiral sharp's
8

offensive strategy against infiltration.

(#Meanwhi1e,theAirStaffcompletedandon19Novemberserrt

its Combat Beaver anti-infittration proposal to Admiral Sharp for his review.

The PACOM comrnander rejected it, asserting that, with some exceptions, it

The Manhattan Project was the code name for the u.S. top priority effort
that produced the atomic bomb in World War II.
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was similar to the current air program, overstressed the importance of air

strikes in rrroute packagesil II, III, and IV (in southern North Vietnam),

threatened to increase aircraft losses, and wouLd disrupt the current "well-

balancedrr air effort. StiII desirous of providing an acceptable concept, the

Air Staff reworked and renamed it the integrated strike and interdiction plan

($IP). Although never officiatly adopted, most of the planrs recommenda-

tions eventually were accepted by JCS and CINCPAC officials and put into
I

effect.

McNamara Orders Starbird to Proceed

(sByDecember,scoresofmemosanddirectiveswereflowing

between General Starbird's office and OSD, JCS, other Pentagon agencies and

PACOM and MACV. On 7 and 22 December, at Secretary McNamarars re-

quest, General Starbird submitted more definitive plans. He proposed two

anti-infiltration systems. One would consist of a linear barrier about 32

kilometers in length and fortified by wire, mines, sensorg, early warning

devices, and observation towers and backed by air strikes, artillery, ground

stron-_g points, and mobile reserve forces. The second, a defile barrier to be

emplaced in Laos, would use sensor devices and be largely air-supported.

More experiments were neded, however, to determine the design of the latter.

General Starbird asked that the air supported system be developed as a matter

of I'highest priority. "10

Within the Air Staff the Tactical Division of the Directorate of

Operations had already begun work, in November 1966, on a design and

operational concept for a command and control facility to manage the air-
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supported barier. A design concept was published on 5 December and the

Tactical Air Comrnand (TAC) and the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC)

were directed to develop an operations center mock-up to be used in checking

out the system. The original mock-up, constructed at Eglin AF"B and operated

by the USAF Tactical Air Warfare Center (TAWC), involved a purely manual

operation. Subsequently, a larger facility was construeted inside a hangar at

Eglin, configured for both automated and manual operation, and training of
u

personnel was begun.

( On 7 January 1967 the Joint Chiefs directed

CINCPAC to prepare a plan for a ground strong point obstacle system in north-

eastern Quang Tri province and a second plan for an air-supported anti-infil-

tration network. The project subsequently was giverr the designation "Dye

Marker. "* On 9 ilanuary Mr. McNamara directed General Starbird to trunder-

take preparation of an anti-infiltration capability for SEA in accordance with

the approach set forth in the DCPG pl.n. " 
12 The Defense Chief gave

General Starbird authority to direct the eeparate military departments to take

certain actions which would contribute to the overall system. At the same

time, he instructed the Air Force to organize an EC-121 unit and the Navy to

ready an SP-2E detachment.

*'The 
system had several names, including ttPractice Nine, rr and ftlllinois

City. " All referred to the overall project. In September 1967, in a

further breakdown of degignations, Dye Marker was identified as meaning
the obstacle system, ttDump Truckil the air-supported, anti-personnel sub-
system, and "Mud Riverrr the air-supported, anti-vehicle system. The last
two formed the rrMuscle Shoalst' project, which was later renamed ttlgloo

White.'t
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wSevera1dayslater,attherequestoftheJcS,Admira1Sharp
asked MAcv to prepare an operational plan to support the linear barrier.

The MACv plan was completed on 26 January and forwarded to the JCS in

earry February. General westmoreland estimated that he would require a

minimum of 7,691 personnel, b, ?31 of them ground troops, to construct the

barrier. After reviewing the MACV proposal, the Joint chiefs (with the

exception of General wheeler) on 22 February 196? again reiterated their
ppposition to the project because of its excessive cost both in money and man-

power. General Wheeler accepted the Westmoreland pt"r. * 13

McNamara asked the JCS to send him as quickly as possible recommendations

for providing the forces needed by MACv. By early March separate service

studies indicated that the minimum number of essential personnel required
14

would be 8,358.-- At the same time, Secretary McNamara directed that re-
quired road and port improvements be made to support the plan and that the

DCPG start immediately to procure materiar for the strong points, base

camps, and observation posts for at least a limited section of the linear
15

obstacle system.

ggl on 30 March General Starbird directed the Air Force to ready

an F-4 squadron to support the syetem and on 4 April Admiral Sharp forwarded

to the Joint Chiefs MACVTs schedule for the air-supported anti-infiltration

system, which called for an initial operational capability (IOC) by I November

1967. However, the JCS recommended to Mr. McNamara that the Ioc be

*-
The basic question raised by the Joint Chiefs was that the barrier system
would fundamentally alter existing southeast Asia war strategy and programs.
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postponed until approximately I April 1968 when the requisite equipment would

be more completely developed. AIso, the JCS proposed that the State Depart-

ment immediately contact the vietnamese, Laotian, and Thai governments in
l6order to begin negotiations for the required constmction,. etc.

(LffiHowever, on 22 April 196? Secretary McNamara directed that

the air-supported anti-infiltration network be deployed on schedule to medt

the I November IOC date. At the same time he approved the deploJrment of

4, 319 USAF , 7g4 Army, and 331 additional Navy persorrrr"l.l?

DeploJrment Planning

(rygry Headquarters USAF originally had planned to base the EC-t2l

aircraft at Nam Phong, Thailand, but secretary McNamara disapproved. The

JCS then suggested Korat AB, which was acceptable to the Defense Chief (who

also directed that Navy OP-2E aircraft be based at Nakhon Phanom or another

suitable Thai site). 
o ,n" mission of the EC-121's--modified to carry major

electronic components including receiving, decoding, and display apparatus--was

to monitor the anti-infiltration seismic and "acoubuoy" ground sensors. The

Air Force planned to have three EC-l2l's orbiting at one time in order to

maintain adequate surveillance of the sensors and to identify any that had been

activated by passing enemy troops. This information would be sent to the

Infiltration Surveillance Center (ISC)+ to be constructed at Nakhon phanom AB

Less construction would be required at Korat AB and therefore it would not
be necessary to open Nam Phong as a complete operational base. south
vietnamese sites were considered (Da Nang, chu Lai, phu cat, tuy Hoa, and
Cam Ranh Bay), but were rejected because of already overcrowded conditions.
Also security would have been more difficult in South Vietnam, an exceedingly
important consideration. lMe*o, Mil Asst, SECDEF, to Mr. McNamara,
3 May 67, subj: Basing f& fractice Nine EC-I2lrsI

*cod" name, ttDutch Mill. "
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in northeast Thailand. On 8 May Secretary McNamara also approved deploy-

ment of the several USAF units--F-4 and CH-3C (helicopter) squadrons--to

support the anti-infiltration system and concomitantly he directed that the

necessary construction be expedited to meet the I November operational

capability schedule. 
18

rcBecause10oftheEC-12I'srequiredmodifications
to incorporate the special electronic countermeasures (ECM) equipment, the

air-supported anti-personnel subsystem schedule was slipped to I December

196? while the anti-vehicle subsystem IOC remained I November. 
* 

In August,

after AFSC and TAC submitted their initial evaluation of their Eglin tests'

Headquarters USAF concluded that a further 30-day postponement would be

necessary to I January 1968 and I December 1967 for the two subsyste*s.'

Technical difficulties persisted with EC-121 electronic equipment and a problem

also arose with the acoustic sensors, which produced many fatse al"rms.l9

tWAnotherimportantprob1emwasalackofsufficienttimeto

properly train ISC personnel at Eglin AFB, Fla., prior to their deploSrment to

Thailand. In this connection, on 10 October General McConnell approved for-

mation of a Muscle Shoals Air Force Control Agency to serve as the focal

point for USAF Muscle Shoals activities at Eglin AF"B. The agency was also

designated to serve as the Eglin point of contact for the DCPG and was to
20

establish liaison with other commands and agencies.

xAdvanced ECM equipment was needed to counter enemy SAM's deployed in tne
southeast corner of North Vietnam. fn"i"littg (TS), Lt. Gen. Starbird to
SECDEF, 28 JuI 67.a

+The anti-vehicle area ("Mud River") was located in the central backbone of
Laos north and south of a line running from the D|x'{Z to a point just below
Nakhon Phangm AB. The 'rDump Truck'r anti-personnel area was on both
sides of the DMZ and west into Laos. See map on page 57.

IsEcsT
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*
(ffit On 29 August, after the JCS requested a monthts postponement

in the IOC date, General Starbird agreed that the entire network would gain

from the additional ti*u. 
21 

Following a review of the project by Generar

McConnell, Secretary Brown, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze (who

succeeded Mr. vance on I July 196?), and General starbird on 20 september,

Mr. McNamara directed that Muscle Shoals resources be deployed in time for

a I December 1967 IOC for the anti-vehicle portion and I January 1968 for the

anti-personnel subsvstem. He asked that the extra month be given over to

intensive CONUS training for the Muscle Shoals air units and ISC personnel.
22At the same time, theater preparations were to go forward. --

(ffi) Following the Defense Chiefrs decision, Headquarters USAF

decided to deploy six EC-l2lrs to Korat AB in early October to provide main-

tenance and operational experience before the inJLux of most of the remaining

15 aircraft in the middle of November.* Initial ISC elements (80 personnel

trained at Eglin AFB) were to move to Nakhon phanom by 10 October with

another 90 deploying by 23 October. Eight Navy OP-2E aircraft would amive

at Nakhon Phanom on 10 November after undergoing intensive CONUS training.

By December approved Muscle Shoals aircraft and personnel were located at

the following Thai bases: at Korat AB, 2I EC-121's; at Nakhon phanom, eight

oP-2Ets, L2 cH-3c's, and 19 A-lEts along with b44 personnel for manning the

ISc. Eighteen F-4Drs also were scheduled to deploy to ubon AB in March
r9Q

1968.''"

Subsequent planning called for a total of 26 EC-I2l's.
!'Deployment of the F-4D's subsequently was postponed to 25 May 1968;
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thf;n*ru; Management of the entire air-supported interdiction

effort was assigned to Seventh Air Force. It was to control all air and grognd
*

infiltration surveillance in the ttTiger Houndrr area of Laos and small sections

north and south of the demililarized zone. The lnfiltration Surveillance Center

(designated Task Force Alpha) at Nakhon Phanom would be under the direct

command of the task force commander, Brig. Gen. William P. McBride, who

would select targets and recommend emploSrment of strike forces by the Seventh

Air Force Tactical Air Control Center (TACC). Ground surveillance teams
24

also would be assigned to General McBride from MACV resources.

On 29 September 1967 General MeConnell

advised General Starbird that more EC-l2lrs would be required in order to en-

able the aircraft to remain aloft 24 hours a day, each day of the year, over

Laos (Tiger Hound) and the DMZ areas of Vietnam. In response, the DCPG

established more realistie ground rules so that additional EC-121 aircraft kould

not be required. During darkness, aircraft monitoring enemy vehicle traffic

worrld orbit at 16,000 feet and during daylight a cruise/elimb profile would be

held at 16-20,000 feet. Anti-personnel surveillance would be maintained at

cruise/climb between 16-20,000 feet. During periods when enemy vehicular

traffic was heavy, another night anti-vehicular surveillance aircraft would be

kept at 16,000 feet. Under these revised requirements, General Starbird felt

that 2l EC-l2lrs would be adequate for the surveill.anc" *i""iorr.25

(ftC|HX The Muscle Shoals deployments generated extensive construction

requirements at Korat, including aprons, shops, a communications building

addition, and storage and cantonment facilities. At Ubon work began on

That part of Laos south of a line that extends from the DMZ west to the
border of Thailand.

(rhis pase ittGEERllF
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facilities for ammunition and fuel storage, squadron operations, dormitories,

and a special storage building. Ammunition storage, aprons, shops, and

canton:ment areas were constructed at Nakhon Phanom by the 55th Red Horse

squadron. More than $3 million was authorized for Nakhon Phanom con-

struction, including $650,000 for work on the IS|C. At Korat, construction

work totaling $11,88?,000 was authorized and at Ubon, $1,477,000.* 
26

(ttffi On 1 December anti-vehicle operations began

followi,ng the dispensing of sensors by OP-2E aircraft; the start of anti-

personrnel operations, however, was delayed three weeks by Secretary McNamara

becausre of excessive sensor false alarms. Admiral Sharp subsequently advised

27
that thre anti-personnel subsystem would begin its functions on 20 January 1968.

Infiltration Surveillance Center

(!ffi On 21 March 1967 the DCPG directed the Air

Force to undertake construction of the Infiltration Surveillance Center at Nakhon

Phanom--the central control point for the anti-infiltration system. Data picked

up by the EC-I2I aircraft from sensors and mines triggered by enemy persolrnel

or vehicles would be relayed to and evaluated by the center, which would be in

direct communication with Seventh Air Force Headquarters. Since Secretary

McNarnara had ordered that construction be expedited, the Air Force awarded a

cost plus fixe{ fee incentive contract and charged AFSC with the responsibility

for monitoring the work. - Th" 556th Red Horse squadron was authorized an

over-hire of 250 local nationals and was later augmented by two more Red Horse
28

teams from Takhli and Korat ABrs.

*-Complete funding for the barrierand air-supported network for fiscal year 1967
totaled $373.1miIlion. The requirement in fiscal year 1968 was set at $434.7
million.

+IBM was the prime system contractor. Surveillance was to be provided by the
Air Force Resident Civil Engineer in Thailand.
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firftl* Although work on the center was handicapped by heavy monsoon

rains, the beneficial occupancy date (BOD) was met in November 1967 and a

limited automatic data processing capabifity (Phase I) acquired' The scheduled

operational date for the complete command relay link (complete operational

capability) between the EC-121 aircraft and the ISC remained 1 April 1968

(Phase II). Earlier, in mid-196?, JTF ?28 directed the Air Force to re-

program $2 million from its current resources in order to insure that long
29

lead time items would be available to meet the 1 April 1968 date'
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Atch (S) to Ltr (U), Dir/S&L to Alt Mjr Commands, t? Apr 6?, subj:
FY 1968 Buying, FY 1969 Budget, and Related policies for wartime Log
Support; Atch (S) to CSAI"M N-b9-6? (S), lb Mar 6?.
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Ibid.

Atch (S) to Memo (S), SAF to SECDEF, 7 Apr 67, subj: Log Guidance
FY 1968 to JCS 24581214-5.

JCS 24581214-l (S), 10 Mar 6?, subj: Prog/.Budget Review-Calendar Year
1967 Schedule.

19. Quoted in Atch (S) to Memo (S), CSAF to JCS, 15 Mar 6?, subj: JCS
24581214-I; Memo (Sl, pir/plans to CSAF, 12 Mar 6?, subj: Prog/Budget
Review-Calendar Year 1967 Schedule.

20. Atch (S) to Memo (S), CSAF to JCS, 15 Mar 67, subj: JCS 24581214-I,

2t. Ibid.

22. Hist (S), Dir/S&L, dan-Jun 67.

23. Atch (S) to Ltr (U), Dir/S&L to A1l Mjr Commands, 17 Apr 67, subj:
FY f968 Buying, FY 1969 Budget, and Related Policies for Wartime Log
Support; -Ilist (S), Dir/S&L, Jan-Jun 67.

24. Hist (S), Dir/S&L, Jan-Jun, Jul-Dec 6?.

Chapter II

Stmt of SAF Harold Brown Before Jnt Sess of Sen Armed Svcs Cmte &
Sen Subcmte on DOD Apprn, 2 Feb 62.

Memo (S), Lt Gen R. D. Meyer, Dir for Log, Jnt Staff to CINCPAC,
ll Jan 67, subj: Monthly Air-to-Ground Production Data & Training
Allocations; Memo (S) Lt Gen R.D. Meyer to Svc Chiefs, 15 Sep 67,
same subj; Dir/S&L Weekly Summary ltem, 18 JuI 67.

Staff Rprt (S), SEA Sorties & Airmunitions Data, JuI 6?, Dir/S&L;
Memo (S), CJCS to SECDEF, 5 Jun 67, subj: CINCPAC CY 1967 Modern
Air Munitions Rqmts & Allocations Based on Prog #4 Thru Change #I.

Briefing (S), Dir/S&L, 19 Oct 6?, subj: Overview of USAF Conventional
Airmunitions; WeekLy Summary Items (S), Munitions Div, Dir/S&L, 196?.

Staff Rprt (S), Dir/S&L, 29 Dec 6?, subj: Airmunitions, Average Monthty
Production, SEA.

Memo (S), SECDEF to CJCS, 3 Jan 67, subj: AirMunitions Production
Schedules.

Staff Rprt (S), Dir/S&L, 29 Dec 67, subj: Airmunitions, Average Monthly
Production, SEA.
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5.
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Staff Rprt (S), Dir/S&L, 29 Dec 6?, subj: Airmunitions, Average Monthly
Production, SEA; Staff Study (S), Dir/S&L, Jan 68, subj: Airmunitions
Inventory, Expenditures & Rqmts.

9. Chart (S), Dir/S&L, Jan 68, subj: USAF Production.

10. Briefing (S), Dir/S&L to Asst SECDEF Thomas D, Morris (I&L), 9 Dec 67.

11. Staff Study (S), Dir/SAL, Jan 68, subj: Airmunitions Inventory, Expenditures
& Rqmts.

12. Staff Rprt (S), Dir/S&L, 11 JuI 6?, subj: 7th AF Inventory; Briefing (S),

Dir/S&L, t9 Oct 67, subj: Overview of USAF Conventional Airmunitions.

13. Memo (S), USAF Dep for Supply & Maintenance to Mr. Charles, 14 Jul 67,

subj: Status of Air Munitions, SEA.

14. Ltr (S), CINCPAC to JCS, l1 Mar 6?, subj: SEA Air Munitions Inventory
Forecast, Jan-Jun 67.

15. Weekly Summary Item (S), Non-Nuclear Munitions Br, Munitions Div,
25 Oct 67.

16. Briefing (S), Munitions Div to Gen T.P. Gerrity, DCS/S&L, Dec 66.

1?. Weekly Summary ttems. (S), Non-Nuclear Munitions Br, Munitions Div,
Dir/S&L, 9 Aug, 13 Dec 6?.

18. Msg (S), CSAF to AFLC, 28 Jan 67, subj: Controlled Air Munitions.

19. Ibid.

20. Ibid.

21. Ibid; Weekly Summary Items (S), Non-Nuclear Munitions Br, Munitions
Div, 28 Feb 67.

22. Chart (S), Dir/S&L, 18 Jan 68, subj: JCS Reserve.

23. Weekly Summary Items (S), Non-Nuclear Munitions Br, Munitions Div'
Dir/S&L, 9 Aug, 24 Nov 67.

24. Briefing (s), Dir/s&L to Asst SECDEF Thomas D. Morris (r&L), 9 Dec
6?; Weekly Summary Items (S), Non-Nuclear Munitions Br, Munitions Div,
Dir/S&L, 1 Aug, 28 Nov 67.

25. Stmt of SAF Harold Brown Before House Subcmte of Cmte on Apprn, 90th
Cong, lst Sess, 20 Feb 67, in DD Apprn for 1968, p 68I.
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26. Briefing (s), Dir/se.L to Asst SEQDEF Thomas D. Morris (I&L), 9 Dec
6?; Weekly Summary Items (S), Non-Nuclear Munitions Br, Munitions Div,
Dir/S&L, I Aug, 28 Nov 6?; Munitions Div Presentation to 1967 Worldwide
Materiel Conference.

27. Briefing (S), Dir/S&L to Asst SECDEF Thomas D' Momis (I&L), 9 Dec
6?; Munitions Div Presentation to 1967 Worldwide Materiel Conference.

Weekly Summary ltem (S), 28 Nov 67.

Briefing (S), Dir/S&L to Mr. Thomas D. Morris, Asst SECDEF (I&L),
9 Dec 67.

Hist (S), Non-Nuclear Air Munitions Br, Munitions Div, I Jan-30 Jun 67.

28.

29.

30.

1.

@-JII-
Rprt (S), #22-67, Dir/Civ Engr, SEA,
CINCPAC to JCS, 3 Aug 67, subj: FY
for Vietnam & Thailand.

2 Jun 67; Atch ($) to Ltr (S),
1969 SEA Support Mil Const Progs

2. Atch (S) to Ltr (S), CINCPAC to JCS, 3 Aug 6?, subj: FY 1969 SEA
Support Mil Constr Progs for Vietnam & Thailand; Stmt by Maj Gen R.H.
Curtin, Dir/Civ Engr to House Subcmte on Mil Const of Cmte on Apprn,
in FY 1968 Mil Const Apprn Request.

Staff Rprt (U), Dir/Civ Engr, 27 Dec 67, subj: Red Horse and Prime Beef.

Stmt of SAF Haro]d Brown Before House Subcmte of Cmte on Apprn, 90th
Cong, lst Sess, 20 Feb 6? in DOD Apprn for 1968, Part II, p 680.

Staff Rprt 1U), Dir/Civ Engr, 27 Dec 67, subj: Red Horse & Prime Beef'

Memo (U), SECDEF to Secs of Mil Depts & CJCS, 3l Jan 67, subj:
Const Approval Procedures for South Vietnam; Memo (U), Mr. Cyrus
Vance, Dep SECDEF to Secs of Mil Depts & CJCS, 6 Apr 67, subj:
Const Approval Procedures for ThaiLand.

Atch (S) to Memo (S), Dir/Plans to CSAF, 31 Oct 6?, subj: FY 1969 SEA
Support Mil Const Prog for Vietnam & Thailand.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Dir/Civ Engr Rprt (U), Aug 67, subj: Status of Turnkey Const Proj,
Tuy Hoa AB.
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7.

8.
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Notes to pages 30 - 35

Talking Paper (U), Dir/Civ Engr, 26 JuI 67, subj: Turnkey Const Costg
Tuy Hoa AB, Vietnam; Staff Rprt (U), Dir/Civ Engr, I Aug 6?, subj:
Turnkey Const Vietnam.

Ibid.

Staff Rprt (U), Dir/Civ Engr, I Aug 67, subj: Turnkey Const Vietnam.

stmt of sAF Harold Brown Before Jnt sess of sen Armed svcs cmte & sen
Subcmte on DOD Apprn, 2 Feb 67.

Ibid.

Rprt (S), Dir/Civ Engr, Feb 6?, subj: "poker Dicer' (B-b2-U-Tapao);
Msg (S), CINCPACAF to CSAF, 2 Mar 67, subj: Poker Dice Const.

Rprt (S), Dir/Civ Engr, Feb 6?, subj: "poker Dicer' (B-52-U-Tapao).

Memo ($), Mr. Norman S. Paul, Acting SAF to SECDEF, 30 Dec 66, subj:
Request for Emergency Funding to Continue On-Site Contractor at Present
Work Level at U-Tapao, Thailand.

Memo (S), Mr. Cyrus Vance, Dep SECDEF to SAF, 2 Mar 67, subj:
Const to Support B-52 Ops, U-Tapao, Thaitand.

Msg (S), CSAF to SAC, 2 Mar 67, no subject; Memo (g), Mr. Robert H.
Jensen, Asst for Real Property Mgt, Dep Asst sAtr' (Installations) to sAF,
3 Mar 67, subj: SAF-ILI Co.mments on Civ Engr Rprt #g-62, SEA.

Rprt, Dir/Civ Engr, #13-6?, SI Mar 6?; Memo (S), Mr. Norman S. paul,
Under SAF to Dep SECDEF, 8 Mar 6?, subj: Const at U-Tapao, Thailand.

Hqs PACAF Jnt SAC/PACAF Prog Action Directive, 6?-bb (Revised),
27 Jun 67, subj: Poker Dice; Ltr (C), Mr. Cyrus Vance, Dep SECDEF to
Sen John Stennis, 3l Mar 67, no subject; Rprt, Dir/Civ Engr, #LB-67, SEA,
31 Mar 67; Interview, H.S. Wolk, Historian with Maj H. Campbell, Dirl
Civ Engr.

Ltr (TS), CSAF to SAF-OS, 4 Oct 67, subj: Increased Arc Light B-b2 Ops.

Memo (S), Mr. Lewis E. Turner, Dep Asst SAF (Installations) to SAF,
I Dec 6?, subj: SAFILI Comments on Civ Engr Rprt #48-6?, SEA; Memo(S),
Turner to sAF, 27 oct 67, subj: SAFILI comments on civ Engr Rprt #43-6?,
SEA; Memo (S), Turner to SAF, 8 Dec 67,. subj: Comments on Civ Engr
Rprt #49-67, SEA.

Memo (C), SECDEF to CJCS, 28 Apr 66, subj: Const Mgt in Thailand; JCS
l89lll32-4, I Jun 66, subj: J-4 Rprt on Const Mgt in Thailand; Memo (S),
SECDEF to CJCS, 8 Aug 66, eubj: Const Mgt in Thailand.

25.
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26, Memo (C), CJCS to SECDEF, 20 May 67, subj: Const Mgt in Thailand;
JCS 2472148-2, 16 May 67, subj: Const Mgt in Thailand; Memo (C),
CINCPAC to JCS, 20 Apr 67, subj: Review of SEA Const Prog.

27. Memo (C), CJCS to SECDEF, 20 May 6?, subj: Const Mgt in Thailand;
JCS'2472148-2 (S), 16 May 67, subj: Const MCt in Thailand.

28. Ltr (S), Maj Gen R.H. Curtin, Dir/Civ Engr to SAF-IU (Mr. Turner),
18 May 67, subj: Dir of Const for Thailand.

29. Encl C to JCS 2472148-1, 9 May 67.

30. Memo (C), Mr. Cyrus Vance, Dep SECDEF to CJCS, 29 Jun 6?, subj:
Const Mgt in Thailand.

31.. Rprt by Brig Gen Daniel A. Raymond, Dir of Const, MACV, I Jun 67,
subj: Observations on the Const Prog, RVN, t Oct 65-1 Jun 67.

32. Ibid.

33. &!9.

34. Ibid.

35. rbid.

36. Ltr (C), CINCPAC to JCS, ? Sep 6?, subj: Anal of RVN Const Prog.

37. JCS 24721125-2, 23 Sep 67, subj: Anal of RVN Const Prog.

38. Ibid; Atch (C) to Memo, Maj Gen J.B. McPherson, Vice Di?/Jnt Staff
to SECDEF, 3 Oct 67, subj: Anal of South Vietnam Const Prog.

39. Rprt by Brig Gen Daniel A. Raymond, Dir of Const, MACV, I Jun 67,
subj: Obsenrations on the Const Prog, RVN, I Oct 65-1 Jun 6?.

Ibid.

Rprt (C), CINCPAC Study Group, 20 Mar 6?, subj: Conet Cost Overnrns
in South Vietnam.

42. Ltr (C), Col Archie S. Mayes, Dir/Civ Engr, ?th AF to Brig Gen Daniel
A. Raymond, Dir of Const, MACV, 27 Mey 67, subj: Review of Const
Activities, RVN.

43. Ltr (C), Brig Gen Daniel A. Ra;mrond, Dir of Const, MACV to CINCPAC,
3 $pr 6?, subj: Reduction in RMK-BRJ Work Force; Ltr (U), Raymond to
Gen William C. Westmoreland, COMUSMACV, 29 Mar 67, subj: Leve1 of
Effort Concept of Const Mgt for RVN.
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44. Atch (C) to Ltr (C), Brig Gen Daniel A. Raymond, Dir of Const, MACV
to CINCPAC, 3 Apr 67, subj: Reduction in RMK-BRJ Work Force.

45". Ltr (U), Brig Gen Daniel A. Raymond, Dir of Const, MACV to Gen
William C. WestmoreLand, COMUSMACV, 29 Mar 67, subj: Level of
Effort Concept of Const Mgt for RVN; Rprt, Dir/Civ Engr, #L5-67,
t4 Apr 67.

46. Atch (C), subj: Contractor Work Force to Ltr (C), Brig Gen Daniel A.
Raymond, Dir of Const, MACV to CINCPAC, 3 Apr 67, subj: Reduction
in RMK-BRJ Work Force.

47. Memo (TS), Dir/Plans to CSAF, 12 May 67, subj: Const Contractor
Demobilization; JCS 2472161, 8 May 67, subj as above.

48. Eprt, DOD SEA Const Study Grp, 17 Apr 67, subj: Review of Mgt of
Mil Const Prog RVN, Part L

49. Msg (C), ?th AF to CSAF, 14 Jul 67, subj: LOE Status Rprts; Memo (C),
Mr. Lewis E. Turner, Dep Asst SAF (Installations) to Dir/Civ Engr,
16 Jun 6?, subj: Affect of Level of Effort on Completion of AF Const Prog.

50. Msg (S), CINCPAC to JCS, 29 Jul 6?, subj: Const Contractor Plan for
RVN; JCS 24721138 (S'), 23 Aug 67, subj: Const Contractor Demobilization.

51. JCS 24721L38 (S), 23 Aug 67, subj: Const Contractor Demobilization;
Memo (S), Rear Admiral J.O. Cobb, Dep Dir/Jnt Staff to SECDEF, 31 Aug
67, subj: Const Contractor Demobilization; Background Paper (S), Dir/
Plans to CSAF, 25 Aug 67, subj: JCS 24721138.

52. {!l F.tL"" Egiljlg Les.sons Resulting From the @ict in Korga, Hq
USAF, Prepared by FEAF.

53. Stmt of SAF Harold Brown Before House Subcmte of Cmte on Apprn, 90th
Cong, lst Sess, 20 Feb 67 in DOD Apprn for 1968, Part II, p 680.

Chapter IV

l. Memo (TS), Col C.W. Abbot,.Asst Dep Dir of Plans for War PLans to Asst
for Jnt & NSC Matters, DCS/P&O, 25 Mar 67, subj: Counter-Infiltration
Barrier.

2. CM-1353-66 (TS), 18 Apr 66.

3. Hist of Dir/Ops (TS), Jul-Dec 67, pp 331-33; Memo (Cl, Asst SECDEF (SA)
to SA, SAF, et al, 15 Jul 67, subj: VN Summer Study; Memo (TS) SECDEF
to Chmn JCS,-Tep 6?, subj: Proposal for a Bamier System; Study
5-255 (TS), 3l Aug 66, subj: Air-supported Infiltration Barrier, prepared by
Jason Div, IDA, p 1.
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Memo (s), CJCS to sEcDEF, 7 Jan 67, subj: Ptan for Increased Anti-
Infiltration Capability for SEA.

Memo (TS), Lt Gen H. T. Wheless, Asst VCofS to Deps, Dirs & Chiefs
of Comparable Ofcs, 2l Sep 66, subj: Combat Beaver.

JDSM-594-66, 17 SeP 66.

Memo (TS), Vice csAF to SAF, 26 Sep 66, subj: Infiltration Barrieq
System for VN.

JCS 2343/90?-11 (TS), 3l Oct 66; Memo (TS), McDona1d to DCS/P&O'
4 Nov 66, subj: Review of JTF ?28; Memo (TS), Col J. G. Gallagher, ofc
of Dep Dir of 

-Pl"ns for War Plans to Asst Dir of Plans for Jnt & NSC

$latters, 21 Nov 66, subj: Program Definition PIan, JTf. 728; JCSM-?40-66,
I Dec 6b; Memo (S), Lt Gen A. D. Starbird, Dir/DCPG to Aset SECDEF
(I&L), 28 Dec 66, subj: Industrial Priority Rating for JTF-728; Memo (S),

cJCS to SECDEF, ? Jan 6?, subj: Plan for Increased Anti-Infiltration
Capability for SEA.

Memo (TS), McDonald to Dir/Plans, 16 Dec 66, subj: combat Beaver;
csAFM-D-26-66 (TS), 23 Nov 66; Hist of Dir/ops, Jul-Dec 66, pp 233' 254;

Memo (TS), CoI C.C. Berger, Strat Plans Br, War Plans Div to CSAF, 18

Apr 6?, subj: An Intensi,fiefl Air campaign and Designated Target List;
Van Staaveren, The Air Campaign ggainst 1ryn, 1966, p 63; Hist of Dir/
Ops (S), Jan-Jun 67, PP 23-24.

Memo (TS), Starbird to SECDEF, ? Dec 66, subj: Plan for Increased Anti-
Infiltration Capability in SEA; Memo (TS), Starbird to Asst SECDEF (I&L),
22 Dec 66, subj: Industrial Priority Rating for JTF 728'

Hist of Dir/Ops (S), Jul-Dec 67, pp 331-333.

Memo (s), sEcDEF to Dir/DCPG, 9 Jan 6?, subj: Readiness of an Anti-
Infiltration Capability for SEA.

JCS 24?u3-5, 1? Mar 6?, subj: Plan for Infiltration Interdiction of the

Northeast section of Quang Tri Province; TCSM-?40-66 (TS), 1 Dec 66.

JCS 24?1-3-5, 1? Mar 6?, subj: Plan for Infiltration Interdiction of the
Northeast Section of Q'trang Tri Province.

Memo 1'151, Dir/Plans to Asst Dir/PIsn for Jnt & I{SC Matters, 2l Jun 6?,

subj: Exeeution of Illinois City PIan.

JCS 24n/Ir-5 (TS), ? Ju1 6?, subj: Forces for MACV's Air-Supported Anti-
trnfiltration PIan; Memo (TS), CJCS to SECDEF, l'7 Apr 67, subj: MACV
Practice Nine Air-supported Anti-Infiltration Plan.
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Notes to pages 55 - 61

Ibid.

Memo (TS), SECDEF to JCS, 8 May 6?, subj: practice Nine Forces;
Memo (S), Mil Asst to SECDEF to SECDEF, 3 May 6?, subj: Basing for
Practice Nine EC-121's; JCS 24?I/u-b (TS), ? Jul 6?, subj: Forces for
MACVTs Air-Supported Anti-Infiltration plan.

Memo (TS), Dir/Plans to CSAF, t? Sep 6?, subj: Musile Shoals IOC
Dates.

Muscle shoals Progress Rprt (TS), Dir/Mgt Anal, compt of AF, 6 Feb 6g.

Memo (TS), Dir/P1ans to CSAF, I? Sep 6?, subj: Muscle Shoals IOC Dates;
Memo (TS), Gen J.P.McConnelt, Acting CJCS to SECDEF, 19 Sep 6?,
subj: Muscle Shoals IOC Dates.

Memo (TS), CSAF to Acting CJCS, 22 Sep 6?, subj: Muscle Shoals IOC
Dates; Memo (S), SECDEF to JCS, 22 Sep 6?, subj: Deployment of Air-
Supported Anti-Infiltration Resources (Muscle Shoals).

Memo (S), Uaj Gen R. H. Curtin, Dir/Civ Engr to Asst SECDEF (I&L),
4 Aug 6?, subj: Reprogramming Fy 1g6?--Apportionment Request #20, OSD
#18, MiI Const, AF; Memo (TS), CSAF to Actg JCS, 22 Sep 6?, subj:
Muscle Shoals IOC Dates; Talking paper (S), Dir/plans, II Aug 6?, subj:
Dye Marker; Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAF, 22 Aag 67, no subj; Intvw,
CarI Berger with Lt Col Willard H. Sinclair, Dir/Ops, 13 Sep 6g.

Memo ($), CJCS to Dir/DCPG, 2l Aug 6?, subj: Dye Marker.

Memo (S), Lt Gen A.D. Starbird, Dir/DCpG to CJCS, 16 Oct 6?, subj:
Muscle Shoals EC-121 Force Structure;

Talking Paper (S), Dir/Civ Engr, Sep 6T; Staff Rprt (S), Dir/plans, tI
Aug 67, subj: Dye Marker.

Muscle shoals Progress Rprt (TS ), Dir/Mgt AnaL, compt of AF, 6 Feb 69.

Msg (S), CSAF to CINCPACAE 3 May 6?, subj: Design Instructions for
Practice Nine Const Prog; Talking paper (S), Dir/ptans, ll Aug 6?, subj:
Dye Marker; Msg (S), CINCPAC to JCS, lb Sep 6?, subj: Muscle Shoals
Const--Nakhon Phanom; Muscle Shoals progress Rprt (TS), Dir/Mgt Anal,
Compt of AF, 6 Feb 68.

Memo ($), Lt Gen A.D. Starbir4 Dir/DCpc to SAF, 27 Jun 67, subj:
Illinois City Sensor Command Link Capability; Talking paper (S), Dirl
Civ Engr, Dec 67, subj: Muscle Shoals Const; Msg (S), CINCPAC to JCS,
15 Sep 67, subj: Muscle Shoa1s Const--Nakhon phanom; Memo (S), Lt Gen
A. D. starbird, Dir/DCpG to cJcs, I Nov 6?, subj: Briefing on DcpG prog.

26.
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GIPSSARY

Air Base
Aircraft Dispenser Unit
Air Force Base
Air Force Logistics Command
Air Force Regulation
Air Force Resident Civil Engineer
Air Force Systems Command
Air-to-Ground Missile

Bomb Live Unit
Beneficial Occupancy Date

Cluster Bomb Unit
Commander-in-Chief, Atlantic
Commander-in-Chief, Pacific
Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Air Forces
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Complete Operational Capability
Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command,
Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command,
Continental United States
Chief of Staff, Air Force
Calendar Year

Defense Communications Planning Group
Director, Defense Research & Engineering
Demilitarized Zone
Departmerfi of Defense

Electronic Countermeasures

Forward Operating Base
Fiscal Year
Five Year Defense Program

General Purpose

Hand-Delivered Seismic Sensor
Helicopter-Delivered Seismic Sensor

Institute For Defense Anal.ysis
InstaLlations and Logistics
Initial Operational Capability
Inspection Repair as Necessary
Infiltration Surveillance Center
Integrated Strike and Interdiction Plan

7L

AB
ADU
AFts
AFLC
AFR
AFRCE
Arsc
AGM

BLU
BOD

cBu
CINCLANT
CINCPAC
CINCPACAF
CJCS
coc
COMUSMACTHAI
COMUSMACV
CONUS
CSAF
CY

DCPG
DDR&E
DI[/'IZ
DOD

ECM

Fl)B
FY
FYDP

GP

HANDSID
HEIOSID

IDA
I&L
roc
IRAN
ISC
ISIP

Thailand
Vietnam
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JCS
JTF

LIMDIS
LOE

MACV
MACTHAI
MAP
MCP
MOB
MOOSE

NATO
NOA
NOr'ORN
NORM
NORS

OA
OICC
OSAF
OSD

PACAF
PACOM
PCC
POL
Prime BEEF

RED HORSE

RMK-BRJ

RVN

SAC
SAF
SAM
SEA
SECDEF
SMCP
SOP
SPOS

ul{clAssrFrED

Joint Chiefs of Staff
Joint Task Force

Limited Distribution
Level of Effort

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Military Assistance Command, Thailand
Military Assistance Program
Military Construction Program
Main Operating Base
Move Out of Saigon Earliest

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Non-Operating Active
Not Releasable to Foreign Nationals
Not Operationally Ready, Maintenance
Not Operationally Ready, Supply

Operating Active
Officer-in-Charge of Construction
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
Office of the Secretary of Defense

Pacific Air Forces
Pacific Command
Portland Cement Concrete
Petroleum, Oi1, and Lubricants
Base Engineering Emergency Force

Rapid Engineer Deployment-Heavy Operational
Repair Squadron, Engineering

Raymond International, New york; Morrison-Knudsen,
Boise, Idaho; Brown and Root, Houston, Texas;
and J. A. Jones, Charlotte, N. C.

Republic of Vietnam

Strategic Air Command
Secretary of the Air Force
Surface-to-Air Missite
Southeast Asia
Secretary of Defense
Supplemental Military Construction program
Standard Operating Procedure
Strong Point Obstacle System
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TAC
TACC
TDY
TPS

USA
USAF
USAFE
USN

wcDo
WG
WR
WRM
WRSK

U}ICLASSlFIED

Tactical Air Command
Tactical Air Control Center
Temporary Duty
Tons Per Sortie

United States Army
United States Air Force
United States Air Forces in EuroPe
United States Navy

War Consumable Distribution Objectives
Wartime Guidance
Wartime Requirements
'War Readiness Materiel
War Readiness Spares Kit
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HQ USAF
1. SAFOS
2. SAFUS
3. SAFFM
4. SAFRD
5. SAFIL
6. SAFMR
7. SAFGC
8. SAFLL
9. SAFOI

IO. SAFOIX
1I. SAFAAR
L2. AFCCS
13. AFCVC
L4. AFCAV
I5. AFCCSSA
16. AFCSA
T7, AFCSMI
18. AFCVS
19. AFBSA
20. AFGOA
2L. AFIGOPA
22. AFJAG
23. AFMN
24. AFABF
25. AFADS
26. AFOAP
27. AFOAPA
28, AFOAPD
29. AFOAPDB
30. AFOCC
31. AFOCELB
32. AFPMC - Randolph
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DISTRIBUTION

AFRDC
AFRDD
AFRDDH
AF'RDQ
AFRDQR
AFRDRE
AFRRP
AFSDC
AFSLP
AFSLPP
AFSME
AFSMS
AFSPD
AFSSS
AFSSSG
AFXDC
AFXDO
AF)(OP
AF?(OSLC
AFXOSO
AFXOSV
AFXOSVA
AFXOSVB
AFXOX
AF)(OXR
AFXPD
AFXPF
AFXPP
AFXPPEP
AFXPPG
AF'XPPGS

MA,J.O+ COMMANpS

64-65. AFLC
66. AFSC

67-68. MAC
69.7I. PACAF
72-73. SAC
74-75. TAC

76, USAFSO
77. USAFSS

OTHER

78-80. ASr (ASHAT'_A)
8r. CHECO (DOAC)_?AF

82-100. AFCHO (Stoct<)

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
4I.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
ca.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
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